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ABSTRACT
THE RELATION BETWEEN BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN WITH
AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER AND ADJUSTMENT IN THEIR
TYPICALLY-DEVELOPING SIBLINGS: ROLE OF PARENTAL
STRESS AND PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL SUPPORT
by Theodore Stephen Tomeny
August 2014
Available literature examining outcomes of typically-developing siblings of
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) remains inconclusive and unclear. Studies
have shown that some typically-developing children may experience maladjustment
related to having a sibling with ASD, whereas others may show no differences or may
actually experience developmental benefits. Increasing evidence suggests that genetic
and environmental moderators and mediators likely influence the nature of the
adjustment in typically-developing siblings. Therefore, the current study examined a
double moderated mediation model involving problem areas in children with ASD and
typically-developing siblings, parental stress, and perceptions of social support. Via an
internet survey site, data were collected from parents and adolescent siblings from
families with a child with ASD. The goal of this study was to identify potential points of
intervention and risk factors for sibling maladjustment and overall family functioning.
The tested hypotheses were generally unsupported, and the predicted conditional indirect
effects were not significant, in part due to a lack of support for simple mediation.
However, a number of noteworthy main effects emerged, and these results are consistent
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with the mixed findings of the current literature base. Limitations of the current study
and the need for future research are discussed.
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1
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 2012, prevalence rates for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) were 1 in 88
children according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2012),
suggesting a 26% increase over a two year period. The latest prevalence report for ASD
from the CDC again shows a sharp increase to 1 in 68 children (CDC, 2014). Thus,
examination of outcomes for children inflicted with these disorders and their families
appears increasingly important. According to Holburn (2008), if current estimates are
correct, the rate of autism has increased 100-fold since the 1970s; however, the trajectory
of the increasing rates may be even steeper given these latest CDC statistics. Despite
uncertainty regarding explanations for these increasing numbers (e.g., improvements in
identification versus actual increases in incidence), more and more children are receiving
these diagnoses, meaning that the number of family members of these children, including
typically-developing siblings, is also increasing.
Given the deficits and difficult behaviors often associated with ASD, the coping
abilities of individuals close to a child with ASD, particularly parents, has been a popular
area of interest for researchers (e.g., Davis & Carter, 2008; Murphy, Christian, Caplin, &
Young, 2006). The adjustment of parents of children with ASD appears fairly well
established; however, literature investigating coping of typically-developing siblings of
children with ASD is limited and mixed in its results (Benson & Karlof, 2008; Beyer,
2009; Meadan, Stoner, & Angell, 2010; Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007). According to
Meadan et al. (2010), research has shown that some typically-developing children may
experience maladjustment related to having a sibling with ASD, whereas others may
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show no differences or may actually experience developmental benefits. Therefore, the
aim of the current study is to identify specific risk and protective factors related to
typically-developing sibling adjustment to identify potential points of intervention and to
help explain the variability within the current literature.
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual - Fourth Edition - Text Revision denoted
autism and other related disorders as Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDDs;
American Psychiatric Association, 2000). However, the term Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) has become more popular in recent literature (Mesibov, Shea, & Schopler, 2004;
National Institute of Mental Health, 2008) and has replaced Pervasive Developmental
Disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual – Fifth Edition (DSM-5; American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Thus, in accordance with this change, ASD was the term
used in this paper to describe formerly known PDDs (Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s
Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder - Not Otherwise Specified). ASD is
typically characterized by significant social impairments, communication deficits, and
restricted and repetitive behaviors and interests, with onset that usually occurs before the
age of three years. According to Ming, Brimacombe, Chaaban, Zimmerman-Bier, and
Wagner (2008), these primary deficits associated with ASD are often accompanied by
other more secondary symptoms, such as increased behavioral problems, sleep problems,
dietary restrictions, and other medical complications. This myriad of possible symptoms
is thought to put an increased burden on family members of children with ASD that may
lead to negative adjustment, such as higher levels of poor mental health (e.g., higher
stress levels, increased rates of depression) and other negative outcomes (e.g., financial
difficulties), thus suggesting possible environmental explanations for maladjustment in
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relatives of children with ASD (Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Bolton et al., 1994;
Briskman, Happe, & Frith, 2001; Davis & Carter, 2008; Fisman, Wolf, Ellison, &
Freeman, 2000; Hastings & Brown, 2002; Mascha & Boucher, 2006).
Because of the theorized heritability of ASD (e.g., Lauritsen, Pedersen, &
Mortensen, 2005), genetic factors may also play a key role in explaining some of the
variance in outcomes of close relatives. Theories like the Broader Autism Phenotype
(BAP theory) propose that first-degree relatives of children with ASD may be at an
increased risk for developing less severe symptoms of ASD due to their shared genetic
make-up (Bolton et al., 1994). Studies have shown that parents of children with ASD
may often exhibit lesser variants of deficits in skills (e.g., inferring others’ emotions)
similar to those often found in children with ASD (Briskman et al., 2001). Thus, first
degree relatives, including typically-developing siblings, may be at risk for experiencing
increased difficulty simply due to their close genetic relation to a child with ASD.
Given the aforementioned environmental and genetic risk factors for
maladjustment, it follows that siblings who are otherwise typically developing may
experience difficulties in various domains. However, Meadan et al.’s (2010) review
suggests that negative outcomes for typically-developing siblings may only occur in the
presence of certain factors. One such factor thought to be related to typically-developing
sibling maladjustment is behavior problems exhibited by their sibling with ASD
(Hastings, 2003b, 2007; Petalas et al., 2012). Parental stress is another variable that has
been shown to fluctuate with child behavior problems (Davis & Carter, 2008; Guralnick,
Hammond, Neville, & Connor, 2008; Saisto, Salmela-Aro, Nurmi, & Halmesmäki, 2008;
Shin, 2002), and the possible bidirectional nature of this relation remains an important
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point of consideration. Finally, various forms of social support appear to have the
potential to buffer some of the negative outcomes related to child behavior problems and
increased parental stress (Bromley, Hare, Davison, & Emerson, 2004; Crnic, Greenberg,
Ragozin, Robinson, & Basham, 1983; Lee, Lee, & August, 2011; Vaughan, Foshee, &
Ennett, 2010; White & Hastings, 2004).
The current study aimed to investigate the possible interplay between behavior
problems in children with ASD, parental stress, poor outcomes in typically-developing
siblings, and perceptions of social support. Specifically, this project examined how
parental stress may act as a mediator between behavior problems in children with ASD
and maladjustment in typically-developing siblings. Furthermore, parental perceptions of
social support as a possible moderator of the relation between behavior problems in
children with ASD and parental stress as well as typically-developing sibling perceptions
of social support as a possible moderator of the relation between parental stress and
typically-developing sibling maladjustment were examined. Because typicallydeveloping siblings are likely to take over the responsibility of caring for siblings with
ASD after parents are no longer able (Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007), investigation of sibling
outcomes warrants adequate consideration, and identification of the moderating and
mediating roles would likely provide additional clarity regarding the complex nature of
sibling relations when ASD is present.
Genetic Influences in Families with Children with ASD
Unlike similar developmental disorders, the exact etiology of ASD remains
undiscovered; however, there is increasing evidence to suggest a significant genetic
component is likely involved in the development of these disorders. Lauritsen et al.
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(2005) found that the most significant risk factor for having a child with ASD is already
having a diagnosed child in the family. Furthermore, Lauritsen et al. found that a child
was 22 times more likely to be diagnosed with a broader ASD and 13 times more likely
to receive an autism diagnosis when they already had a brother or sister diagnosed on the
spectrum. Moreover, theories like BAP (Bolton et al., 1994) have been proposed given
traits often seen in relatives of children with ASD that resemble deficits associated with
ASD. According to Szatmari et al. (2000), first-degree relatives of children with ASD
may be at an increased risk for exhibiting a lesser variant of the disorders via subclinical
manifestations of deficits in one or more of the three domains related to ASD. Landa,
Gross, Stuart, and Bauman’s (2012) longitudinal study also found evidence for BAP in
the form of various deficits in infant siblings (who were later assessed as toddlers) of
children with ASD who were thought to be at increased genetic risk for developing ASD
themselves. Although environmental explanations have been posited, Bolton et al.
(1994) argue that genetic heritability is a more likely explanation for these phenotypic
similarities.
Neurological studies have also shown that children with ASD likely undergo
abnormal brain development, such as atypical distributions of grey matter in comparison
to those without ASD (Brieber et al., 2007). These neurological abnormalities likely
explain many of the neurocognitive deficits and sensory impairments common among
those with ASD (Brieber et al., 2007; Gerrard & Rugg, 2009). Poor “theory of mind”
abilities and weak central tendency are two deficits related to sensory impairments that
are often seen in children with ASD (Brieber et al., 2007; Briskman et al., 2001).
According to Brieber et al. (2007), deficits in theory of mind skills may be related to
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irregular distributions in grey matter in the brain. This proposed genetic link for
impairment has been supported by studies showing similar deficits in close relatives of
children with ASD. For example, De la Marche, Steyaert, and Noens (2012) found that
typically-developing siblings of adolescents with ASD appear to show atypical sensation
seeking similar to those diagnosed with ASD when compared to control participants.
Theory of mind is related to one’s ability to infer the emotional states of others,
whereas weak central tendency is a theory that those with ASD often focus on parts of an
object rather than the whole (Briskman et al., 2001). When compared to typicallydeveloping controls and children with dyslexia, Briskman and colleagues found that
children with ASD were less socially oriented and more detail focused. Furthermore,
parents of children with ASD were less socially oriented than parents of children with
dyslexia and control parents, and they were more detail focused than control parents
(Briskman et al., 2001). Such results provide further support for greater risk of
difficulties in relatives of children with ASD, including typically-developing siblings.
More broadly, evidence for genetic links of externalizing behaviors and
internalizing symptoms have been found among twin pairs (Haberstick, Schmitz, Young,
Hewitt, 2005). Using a longitudinal design, Haberstick et al. (2005) found that teacher
reports of externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms revealed positive
correlations among twin pairs across six years. According to Haberstick et al. (2005),
externalizing behaviors were generally found to be more stable over time likely due to
additive genetics; however, possible explanations for the internalizing symptoms were
less certain due to greater instability. These findings provide additional evidence for a
genetic link of broader child psychopathology.
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Together, the research examining the proposed genetic heritability of ASD
supports this theory. Moreover, these studies indicate that typically-developing siblings
and other relatives may exhibit subclinical manifestations of symptoms associated with
ASD suggesting a genetic risk. Thus, it follows that typically-developing siblings of
children with ASD may be more likely to experience problems associated with ASD—
including the secondary symptoms— compared to children who do not have a sibling
with ASD. However, many genetic studies also support the influence of environmental
factors on adjustment. Therefore, it is also necessary to consider possible environmental
impacts on family members.
Environmental Influences in Families of Children with ASD
The trying task of raising a child with ASD can be taxing on family members,
particularly parents (e.g., Hastings & Brown, 2002). According to Ming et al. (2008),
children with ASD exhibit a number of secondary, associated medical and psychological
symptoms along with the primary deficits needed for a diagnosis of ASD. Common
comorbid medical disorders include sleep disorders, food intolerance, gastrointestinal
problems, and epilepsy (Ming et al., 2008). Behavioral and emotional problems such as
self-injurious behavior, aggression, and depression are also common among this
population (Dominick, Davis, Lainhart, Tager-Flusberg, & Folstein, 2007) and are often
accompanied by tantrums, crying spells, perseveration, stereotypy, sadness, and other
behaviors. These associated symptoms are thought to put increased burden on parents
and other family members of children with ASD (Hastings & Brown, 2002).
Extensive research suggests that child development is highly related to family
functioning and parental mental health (e.g., Davis & Carter, 2008; Dishion, Capaldi, &
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Yoerger, 1999; Fisman et al., 2000; Lardieri, Blacher, & Swanson, 2000). Moreover,
Giallo and Gavidia-Payne (2006) suggest that risk and protective factors at the level of
the family-unit (e.g., parent stress, SES, family routines, family communication) may be
more predictive of sibling outcomes than the specific characteristics of the disabled child.
These associations have also been displayed among typically-developing adolescents
with a history of substance abuse whose report of family functioning and self-concept
were related to their own externalizing behaviors (Henderson, Dakof, Schwartz, &
Liddle, 2006). Within the same study, family functioning partially mediated the relation
between self-concept and externalizing behavior problems. Furthermore, parental stress,
poor academic achievement, depressed mood, and childhood antisocial behavior have
been found to predict adolescent substance abuse, and they are thought to play a
prominent role early in life when influencing child development (Dishion et al., 1999).
These predictive factors may be even more prominent among families dealing with the
increased burden of raising a child with ASD.
Parental Stress
Report of increased stress among parents of children with ASD has been
demonstrated by a number of studies (e.g., Davis & Carter, 2008; Fisman et al., 2000;
Guralnick et al., 2008). For example, Fisman et al. found that parents of children with
ASD reported higher levels of stress across two separate time points when compared to
parents of children with Down’s Syndrome and parents of children without a
developmental disability. Depression and anxiety are also thought to be more common
among parents of children with ASD, with levels of behavior problems exhibited by the
child with ASD being predictive of psychopathology in first degree relatives (Bolton,
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Pickles, Murphy, & Rutter, 1998; Hastings & Brown, 2002). Certain factors like high
levels of self-efficacy may act as protective buffers for mothers against psychopathology
(Hastings & Brown, 2002), whereas negative factors such as negative parenting practices
(e.g., deficits in emotional regulation) resulting from increased parental stress may
adversely affect both disabled children and their typical siblings (Fisman et al., 2000;
Pilowsky, Yirmiya, Dopplet, Gross-Tsur, & Shalev, 2004). Furthermore, Mandleco,
Olsen, Dyches, and Marshall (2003) found a positive relation between parent-reported
family conflict and teacher-reported externalizing behaviors in siblings of children with
developmental disabilities and control siblings, suggesting that negative child adjustment
related to poor family functioning may generalize across settings.
As previously mentioned, the possible negative effects of parental stress and
negative parenting practices are thought to spill over to typically-developing siblings of
children with ASD. Specifically, Pilowsky et al. (2004) found that typically-developing
siblings of children with ASD with less developed verbal abilities exhibited more
behavior problems and lower socialization skills. Furthermore, parent-reported stress
was negatively correlated with socialization skills of typically-developing siblings. The
authors noted that the majority of typically-developing siblings in their sample were
relatively well adjusted; however, they suggested that parental stress—leading to
emotional dysregulation and poor social modeling— may be strongly related to child
adjustment difficulties (Pilowsky et al., 2004).
Child behavior and parental stress. Investigation of parental stress in a sample of
parents of toddlers with ASD diagnosis revealed that 39% of mothers and 28% of fathers
in their sample reported clinically significant Parenting Stress Index Total scores with the
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highest subscale scores related to parent-child dysfunctional interactions (Davis & Carter,
2008). Furthermore, non-diagnostic manifestations of ASD, such as externalizing
behaviors and dysregulation, were significant predictors of parental stress, whereas
primary symptoms of ASD, such as communication deficits and atypical behaviors, were
not as strongly related. The authors acknowledge that these results are contradictory to
previous research and suggest that they may be an artifact of the young age of the
children involved in the study (Davis & Carter, 2008).
In their investigation of adjustment of parents of children with developmental
disabilities, Guralnick et al. (2008) also found that parental stress levels appeared
strongly related to factors associated with their disabled child. Using a longitudinal
design, results showed that after a significant decrease in PSI Total Stress for the child
domain scores from Time 1 to Time 2, 25.4% and 54.0% of parents still reported childrelated stress above the 95th percentile and the 85th percentile, respectively, at Time 2.
Furthermore, child behavior problems significantly predicted child-related stress, whereas
cognitive and language levels were not related to parental stress. The authors suggest that
parents may realize that certain skills deficits (e.g., low cognitive functioning) are much
less malleable compared to behavior problems (Guralnick et al., 2008); thus, high levels
of the latter predict more stress. Nevertheless, Guralnick et al. (2008) propose that
increases in stress related to raising a child with a developmental disability may lead to
poorer family well-being and a reduction in parents’ abilities to overcome the increased
burden and provide advantageous environments for their children. Interestingly, children
who scored above the clinical cut-point for behavior problems were excluded from this
study because of a broader project’s research design (Guralnick et al., 2008). Therefore,
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these effects may be stronger for children with more severe behavior problems, such as
those with ASD.
Parental views about child behavior and stress. Kasari and Sigman (1997) found
similar results by surveying parents about their children’s temperament. Their sample
consisted of caregivers of a child with either ASD, Down’s syndrome and mental
retardation, mental retardation without Down’s syndrome, or no cognitive deficits.
Parents of children with ASD and parents of children with mental retardation but no
Down’s syndrome reported that their children’s temperaments were more difficult
compared to the other two groups (Kasari & Sigman, 1997). Measures of child-related
parenting stress mirrored the aforementioned group differences. These results seem to
indicate that ASD-specific symptomatology may be less related to stress given that there
were no differences between the ASD group and the group of children with mental
retardation but no Down’s syndrome (Kasari & Sigman, 1997). Such findings underscore
the need to more closely examine the secondary symptoms associated with ASD (e.g.,
externalizing behaviors, internalizing symptoms) as they relate to parental stress.
Kasari and Sigman (1997) also reported that caregivers of children with ASD who
rated their child’s temperament as more difficult were observed as less engaged with their
child; however, this association was not found among the other groups. Furthermore,
children with ASD who were rated by their caregiver as having a more difficult
temperament and who exhibited higher levels of ASD symptomatology were less
responsive to an unfamiliar adult (i.e., the experimenter; Kasari & Sigman, 1997). These
results may seem less than groundbreaking given the social deficits expected among
children with ASD; however, parents’ perceptions of their children may be contributing
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factors in a potentially harmful loop of reduced interaction and responsiveness between
child and parent that may also generalize to other individuals who interact with the child
(e.g., teachers, peers). Because parenting stress appears related to parental perceptions,
identification of factors either contributing to or reducing parental stress may prove
beneficial in targeting negative parent perceptions.
Subjective reports from caregivers of children with developmental disabilities
closely mirror many of the aforementioned results. During focus groups, nearly all of the
caregivers reported experiencing negative physical and mental health effects that they
attributed to tasks related to caregiving or worry about their child’s health and future
(Murphy et al., 2006). Furthermore, parents generally reported that they felt a number of
barriers would prevent them from taking action to improve their own health, such as a
lack of personal time away from their child, a lack of alternative caregivers, and the
assignment of their own needs as low priorities (Murphy et al., 2006). Moreover,
Murphy and company found that many of those parents having respite hours reported
spending that time caring for other family members rather than themselves. Finally, a
number of caregivers reported concern that their own poor health may negatively
influence their child’s long-term future due to them becoming unable to meet their child’s
needs (Murphy et al., 2006). Overall, these disclosures suggest that caregiver stress is
related to their child’s characteristics and their own anxiety about their child (Murphy et
al., 2006), both of which may be reduced via the buffer of social support (Armstrong,
Birnie-Lefcovitch, & Ungar, 2005).
The aforementioned research, taken together, suggest a noteworthy association
between child problem behaviors, negative parental views about their children, and both
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subjective and objective measures of parental stress, particularly when stress
accompanying caregiving for a child with special needs is considered. This relation
between child behavior problems and parental stress has also generalized to other
countries (e.g., Korea; Shin, 2002). Identification of additional environmental factors
contributing to either higher or lower parental stress would likely aid researchers and
clinicians in developing more comprehensive and effective treatment strategies for
families raising children with ASD.
Social Support
One possible buffer against parental stress is social support. Broadly, social
support may take the form of advice, information, tangible aid, emotional support,
affection, positive social interaction, and/or esteem building that is either offered by a
formal or informal source or is inferred by the recipient given the presence of that source
(Armstrong et al., 2005; Crnic et al., 1983; Gottlieb, 1983; Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991).
According to Armstrong et al. (2005), social support is often theorized as either a main or
buffering effect. As a main effect, social support is thought to benefit a person even
when they are not under duress. The buffering hypothesis suggests that social support
helps to protect individuals from potential negative outcomes related to stressful events.
According to Armstrong et al. (2005), social support has been shown to buffer relations
between stressors and levels of experienced stress and between stressors and
health/mental health. With regard to parent-child relationships, social support may
protect against poor parental mental health in the face of stressors like child problem
behaviors, poor child academic functioning, low child developmental strengths (e.g.,
interpersonal, affective), inadequate family involvement, and low family income—
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allowing for the increased use of positive parenting techniques that promote positive
development of children (Lee et al., 2011). Given that stressors within families with a
child with ASD likely affect all of those living within the household in some capacity,
social support is likely an important potential buffer for both parents and siblings alike.
Crnic et al. (1983) provided early evidence of social support’s role as a possible
mediator of maternal stress. Using a sample of mothers of infants either born prematurely
or full-term, Crnic and company found that stress reported by mothers had negative
impacts on mothers’ intrapersonal feelings, life satisfaction, attitudes toward parenting,
and mothers’ abilities to recognize and respond to subtle behavioral cues from their
infants. More specifically, mothers reporting greater stress levels were less receptive and
responsive to their infant’s cues, and the authors suggested that this may initiate an early
feedback loop between mother and child (Crnic et al., 1983). However, results indicated
that social support, particularly intimate support (i.e., spouse/partner), may act as a buffer
against some of the negative outcomes related to parental stress, potentially leading to
more positive parent-child interactions and child rearing attitudes (Crnic et al., 1983).
Given the increased levels of stress often experienced by parents of children with ASD
(e.g., Davis & Carter, 2008; Guralnick et al., 2008), negative parent-child interactions
and negative parental attitudes may be even more prominent; however, social support for
parents may help to curb some of these negative outcomes related to stress.
Social Support and Parents of Children with Developmental Disabilities
Guralnick et al. (2008) examined the importance of social support for parents of
children with mild developmental delays. The authors were specifically interested in
studying the content of the support (e.g., parenting advice, emotional support) with less
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emphasis on the source of the support (e.g., family members versus professionals). After
controlling for a number variables, such as child’s age, behavioral problems, and family
demographics, the only type of support that held as a unique predictor of child- and
parent-related stress was parenting support, which was defined as parental satisfaction
with the availability of advice about dealing with their child’s problem behaviors
(Guralnick et al., 2008). Guralnick et al. (2008) also found evidence for lasting effects of
social support in reducing parental stress longitudinally, suggesting that early
intervention aimed at improving social support for parents may continue to prove
beneficial later in both the parent’s and the child’s lives. As previously mentioned, these
effects actually may have been attenuated due to children with severe behavioral
problems being excluded from the study.
Strength of coherence (SoC) is another construct often examined among
caregivers in conjunction with social support that is typically conceptualized as an
individual’s ability to identify and select resources that will allow them to cope by
resisting stress and achieve better overall health (Siman-Tov & Kaniel, 2011). In
surveying a sample of mothers and fathers of children diagnosed with ASD, Siman-Tov
and Kaniel (2011) found that the path from SoC to stress only existed through mental
health and quality of marriage, which is often considered a facet of social support.
Furthermore, results indicated that parents who perceived that they were receiving social
support reported feeling less stress (Siman-Tov & Kaniel, 2011). The authors suggested
that having high levels of SoC, through good mental health and a good marriage, and
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receiving social support may help parents feel more empowered and in control of their
daily lives and, thus, less stressed (Siman-Tov & Kaniel, 2011).
Tehee, Honan, and Hevey (2009) found similar results for their sample of Irish
parents of children with ASD; data indicated a negative correlation between maternal
report of social support and levels of stress and coping related to caregiving. Within this
sample, mothers also indicated significantly higher levels of general stress and stress
related to caregiving when compared to fathers, suggesting that parents may cope with
difficulties related to childcare differently and that mothers may be particularly sensitive
to the possible beneficial effects of social support.
Comparable conclusions were made by White and Hastings (2004) in their study
on parents from the United Kingdom raising adolescents with intellectual disabilities
(e.g., autism, Down’s Syndrome, cerebral palsy). First, White and Hastings (2004) found
that parents of children with autism reported higher levels of stress compared to parents
of children with alternate diagnoses. Second, child behavior problems were found to be
related to parental mental health. Lastly, those parents who reported receiving more
social support also reported better mental health (White & Hastings, 2004). More
specifically, White and Hastings found that parents’ perceptions of the helpfulness of
informal social support (e.g., spouse, family, friends), rather than the number of available
sources, revealed the most consistent relations with parental mental health. Practical
social support (e.g., having someone to help with childcare, having someone to help with
chores) was also negatively related to measures of parental depression and stress,
whereas emotional support was not correlated. The authors suggested that parents of
older adolescents may be more likely to rely on smaller networks of social support and
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may be more accepting of their role as a parent of a disabled child, explaining the lack of
relations between parental mental health and number of social support sources and
emotional support (White & Hastings, 2004).
Parents and clinicians have also reported their own opinions about the importance
of contextual factors and social support when raising and providing treatment for children
with behavior problems (Baker-Ericzén, Jenkins, & Brookman-Frazee, 2010).
Qualitative analyses revealed that both parents and clinicians feel strongly that contextual
(i.e., environmental) factors are directly relevant to treatment of children with behavior
problems. More specifically, most parents reported that they believe that their own
personal and family issues are directly related to their children’s adjustment (BakerEriczén et al., 2010). However, clinicians and parents reported that these extraneous
difficulties were rarely assessed during treatment, and clinicians reported lacking
standardized ways of obtaining this information from parents. Moreover, parents most
often reported that stress and a lack of social support negatively impacted their ability to
participate in their child’s treatment (Baker-Ericzén et al., 2010). Alternatively,
clinicians reported that household characteristics, parent psychopathology, poor
parenting, and lack of parental involvement as being common factors that negatively
affect treatment outcomes (Baker-Ericzén et al., 2010). These results further support the
importance of social support for parents in ensuring acquisition of care for children.
Bromley et al. (2004) found that a variety of factors appear related to the amount
and types of social support pursued and received by families with a child with ASD.
Using a sample of mothers of children with ASD, Bromley et al. (2004) found that lone
mothers reported receiving less support compared to mothers with partners. However,
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there were no relations between amounts of social support received and ethnicity,
employment status, or income. Level of disruptive behaviors and language deficits were
negatively related with received support, and child self-absorption was positively related
with received support (Bromley et al., 2004). Furthermore, obtaining respite care was
related to levels of language delay but no other measure of emotional or behavioral
problems (Bromley et al., 2004). Moreover, accessing a mental health care provider
(e.g., psychiatrist, clinical psychologist) was not related to any emotional or behavioral
difficulties in the child or demographic characteristics of the family (Bromley et al.,
2004). Thus, overall, the acquisition of support appears more related to child
characteristics rather than demographic variables.
Regarding maternal mental health, Bromley and colleagues found a negative
relation between the amount of family support received and maternal stress and a positive
relation between challenging behaviors and maternal stress. This positive relation
between child behavior and maternal stress appeared specific to challenging,
externalizing-type behaviors, as other ASD-specific characteristics were not related to
maternal mental health (Bromley et al., 2004), which is consistent with other research
(Davis & Carter, 2008; Guralnick et al., 2008). The authors note that the relation
between informal support and maternal mental health indicates a need for ongoing
support and counseling of mothers well after a diagnosis is made.
According to McConachie (1994), parents of children with disabilities with
numerous types of social support are more likely to experience positive adjustment, and
these multiple sources help to protect against burnout that may occur when only one
support source is present. McConachie also argues that formal support systems (e.g.,
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assistance programs) are less important in predicting parental well-being in comparison
to informal support, like family and friends. McConachie notes that positive outcomes
related to professional support systems often occur; however, she suggests that
professional providers may be more helpful by assisting parents with increasing their own
informal social support rather than acting as primary sources of support. McConachie
suggests that helping parents to access and gain help from multiple resources may be a
valuable point of intervention.
Social Support and Adolescents
Similar findings have been shown for adolescents and their views about social
support relating to their mental health. Specifically, using a sample of 258 adolescents
ranging in age from 12 to 18, Auerbach, Bigda-Peyton, Eberhart, Webb, and Ho (2011)
found that respondents with low parental, classmate, and total social support reported
higher levels of interpersonal stress. Interestingly, a lack of peer support was not related
to increased interpersonal stress or depressive symptoms among the sampled adolescents
(Auerbach et al., 2011). Similar results were reported by Vaughan et al. (2010) who
found that the relation between peer support and adolescent depressive symptoms
disappeared when controlling for maternal support. According to Auerbach et al. (2011),
these findings together suggest that the value of the different types of social support may
change as children mature, and depressive symptoms do not appear related to peer
support, at least not for adolescents. Furthermore, peer, parent, and total support did not
moderate the relation between adolescent stress and depressive symptoms; however, low
classmate support acted as a moderator of this relation (Auerbach et al., 2011). Given
that children with siblings with ASD may lack the sibling support found among typical
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sibling pairs, peer and classmate support may relate differently among the population of
interest for this study.
Utilizing a large sample of adolescents ages 12 to 16, Vaughan et al. (2010) found
further support of social support as a buffer against adolescent depressive symptoms.
Using a longitudinal design, Vaughan et al. (2010) found that adolescent depression
generally increased across time. However, levels of maternal and peer support were
negatively correlated with depressive symptoms, and support predicted lower levels of
depressive symptoms within individuals. Although, as previously mentioned, prediction
of depressive symptoms appeared to rely more on maternal support as opposed to peer
support when analyzed simultaneously (Vaughan et al., 2010). Furthermore, individual
differences in maternal support predicted differences in change of depressive symptoms
over time, whereas peer support did not. Thus, maternal support appeared to be a
stronger predictor of adolescent depression (Vaughan et al., 2010). It stands to reason
that maternal support is likely related to levels of stress experienced by mothers, which
could, in turn, impact the adjustment of typically-developing siblings.
Wolf, Fisman, Ellison, and Freeman (1998) investigated the role of social support
for siblings of children with either ASD or Down’s syndrome and found similar results.
Findings showed that lower levels of social support, as reported by siblings, were
associated with higher levels of maladjustment, as reported by parents and teachers. More
specifically, beneficial effects of support from a teacher held constant across two timepoints for siblings of children with a PDD. Interestingly, typically-developing siblings
who perceived themselves as favored by their parents exhibited higher levels of
adjustment difficulties (Wolf et al., 1998). This relation was opposite among siblings of
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children with Down’s Syndrome, which is in the more intuitive direction, indicating that
children’s perceptions of support may be complicated when there are siblings with ASD
involved.
The literature reviewed thus far has primarily focused on parents of children with
ASD and how child characteristics and available resources are related to parental mental
health and overall family functioning. To date, ample research has been conducted
investigating the possible negative impacts often associated with raising a child with
ASD on parenting abilities and practices and how negative consequences may result for
the overall family system, which includes adjustment of typically-developing siblings.
However, research examining specific outcomes of typically-developing siblings and
their relation to parenting factors and other possible intervening variables appears less
established; a goal of the current study was to target the present gaps in the literature by
exploring how parental stress and social support are related to typically-developing
sibling adjustment.
Adjustment of Typically-Developing Siblings
Despite noteworthy efforts, the literature examining outcomes of typicallydeveloping siblings of children with ASD remains inconclusive (Benson & Karlof, 2008;
Beyer, 2009; Meadan et al., 2010; Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007). A number of studies have
found little to no differences among siblings of children with ASD compared to typical
sibling dyads (Dempsey, Llorens, Brewton, Mulchandani, & Goin-Kochel, 2012;
Pilowsky et al., 2004; Tomeny, Barry, & Bader, 2012); however, some suggest that
typically-developing siblings may experience developmental benefits (e.g., Taunt &
Hastings, 2002), whereas a number of others have found evidence for negative outcomes
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for typically-developing siblings (Barak-Levy, Goldstein, & Weinstock, 2010; Fisman et
al., 2000; Hastings, 2003a, 2003b, 2007; Kaminsky & Dewey, 2001; Mascha & Boucher,
2006; Rao & Biedel, 2009; Ross & Cuskelly, 2006; Verté, Roeyers, & Buysse, 2003).
Given these mixed results, the adjustment of typically-developing siblings is likely
determined by the presence of specific risk or protective factors (Meadan et al., 2010;
Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007). Evidence for a diathesis-stress model has emerged
suggesting that a multitude of factors (e.g., parental stress, subclinical symptoms of ASD
in typically-developing siblings, stressful life events) likely interact with one another in
their contributions to sibling outcomes (Orsmond & Seltzer, 2009; Petalas et al., 2012).
Thus, variability in results should come as no surprise. For example, Smith (2006)
reported that only about one-third of her sample of typically-developing siblings were
rated as having substantial internalizing and externalizing problems; the other two-thirds
appeared well-adjusted. Although a minority, a noteworthy percentage experienced
behavior problems (Smith, 2006).
Hastings (2003a) found similar variability with some typically-developing
siblings rated as having no adjustment problems and others exhibiting poor adjustment,
such as peer problems and lower levels of prosocial behaviors. Later, in a separate study,
Hastings (2003b) found that social support may be important for adaptive sibling
adjustment. Siblings of children with less severe ASD symptomatology who received
higher levels of social support were at a lower risk for behavior problems (Hastings,
2003b). As previously mentioned, this negative relation between social support and
sibling maladjustment is supported by the findings of Wolf and company (1998).
Notably, Hastings (2003b), among others (Hastings, 2007; Petalas et al., 2012; Tomeny
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et al., 2012), found that behavior problems in typically-developing siblings may vary
according to behavior problems in children with ASD.
Higher levels of internalizing and externalizing behavior problems have also been
found among typically-developing siblings of children with ASD described as highfunctioning (i.e., those who have an IQ score above 80 and no comorbid disorders; Verté
et al., 2003). Moreover, self-reported social skills of siblings positively related to their
own self-concept (Verté et al., 2003). Rao and Biedel (2009) found similar results in
their sample of siblings of high-functioning children with ASD; however, only
internalizing behavior problems were elevated. Verté et al. (2003) also showed that older
sisters reported more positive self-concept compared to control sisters. However,
conflicting evidence suggesting that older siblings may experience more behavior
problems has also been posited (Rodrigue, Geffken, & Morgan, 1993). Moreover,
Orsmond and Seltzer (2009) found that adolescent sisters of children with ASD reported
higher levels of depressive and anxious symptoms, although it is noted that this
difference may simply reflect true differences in gender development. Additionally,
Macks and Reeve (2007) found that certain demographic variables (e.g., low
socioeconomic status, family size) were related to outcomes of typically-developing
siblings of children with ASD but not to outcomes of control siblings. Together, these
results reiterate the notion that variables such as age, gender, intellectual functioning, and
autism symptom severity, along with sibling perceptions about their own skills, may be
related to their behavior and self-concept and that these factors may be particularly
important when one sibling has ASD (Macks & Reeve, 2007; Rao & Biedel, 2009;
Tomeny et al., 2012; Verté et al., 2003).
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Interactions among characteristics of siblings and parents is another area of
interest for researchers. Rivers and Stoneman (2008) investigated the relation between
child temperament, parenting practices, and perceived quality of siblings relationships.
According to both parent- and sibling-report, negative relationship qualities were lower
when siblings exhibited higher levels of persistence (Rivers & Stoneman, 2008).
Furthermore, parents rated their typically-developing children who were also rated as
more persistent as more satisfied with their relationship with their sibling with ASD.
Additionally, parent-ratings of child satisfaction and child-ratings of positive relationship
quality were lowest when both siblings were rated low in persistence. Results also
showed that positive temperament may serve as a buffer against negative relationship
qualities when only one child has a difficult temperament (Rivers & Stoneman, 2008).
Rivers and Stoneman (2008) suggest that high levels of persistence in at least one child
may be helpful in these unique dyads because the persistent child may be more willing to
revisit and continue to work on tasks despite difficulty and frustration. Moreover, highly
persistent, typically-developing children may be more able to tolerate the deficits
experienced by their siblings with ASD (Rivers & Stoneman, 2008). These findings
highlight the importance of considering possible protective factors for outcomes in
typically-developing siblings.
With regard to differential parenting, Rivers and Stoneman (2008) found that,
according to both parent- and sibling-report, persistence level of typically-developing
siblings was positively related to their satisfaction with differential parenting. The authors
posit that siblings who are more willing and able to engage in tasks and activities may
show less concern about differential time and attention from parents. Rivers and
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Stoneman also suggest that highly persistent children with ASD may allow parents to
more equally distribute their attention among their children. As expected, typicallydeveloping sibling satisfaction with differential parenting and their views about the
quality of their sibling relationship were related. Thus, it follows that outcomes of
typically-developing siblings may depend on parental ability to cope with difficult child
characteristics. Typically-developing children may experience more maladjustment
when their siblings with ASD exhibit higher levels of behavior problems and when their
parents are less able to utilize positive parenting practices in the presence of increased
stress.
Of those siblings who experience maladjustment, anger appears to be a common
emotion for typically-developing children when dealing with aggressive behavior from
their sibling with ASD (Ross & Cuskelly, 2006). Ross and Cuskelly (2006) found that
the vast majority (9 in 10) of typically-developing siblings in their sample reported at
least one aggressive incident with their sibling with ASD, and just over half reported that
aggression was a problem. Most parents from this study rated their typically-developing
children’s behavior problems below clinical significance; however, a notable 40% were
rated as in the at-risk range for internalizing and externalizing behavior problems (Ross
& Cuskelly, 2006). However, the source of the anger reported by typically-developing
siblings remained unclear, and significant variability among typically-developing siblings
was apparent (Ross & Cuskelly, 2006).
Other areas of impairment found among typically-developing siblings include
academic difficulties and fewer extra-curricular activities compared to normative data
(Barak-Levy et al., 2010). The authors proposed that these reduced extra-curricular
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activities can likely be attributed to the increased burden that often accompanies raising
children with ASD, as also suggested by Hastings and Brown (2002). Interestingly,
Barak-Levy et al. (2010) found that typically-developing siblings reported significantly
higher levels of helpfulness and responsibility when compared to control participants.
Many may argue that these are positive attributes and represent developmental growth,
such as reported by Taunt and Hastings (2002); however, Barak-Levy et al. (2010)
suggested that heightened feelings of helpfulness and responsibility may signify higher
underlying distress in siblings.
A number of studies suggest that being a sibling of a child with ASD may be a
unique experience compared to the experiences of other sibling dyads, and siblings of
children with Down’s syndrome (DS) and/or mental retardation are often points of
comparison for those conducting research on sibling outcomes (Fisman et al., 2000;
Kaminsky & Dewey, 2001; Mascha & Boucher, 2006). For example, Kaminsky and
Dewey (2001) found that siblings of children with ASD experienced less nurturance and
intimacy in their sibling relationships when compared to siblings of children with DS and
control siblings and lower levels of prosocial behavior compared to siblings of children
with DS. Kaminsky and Dewey (2001) posited that these differences may be attributed
to the social and communication deficits often unique to children with ASD.
Using a longitudinal design, Fisman et al. (2000) also found group differences
among differing sibling dyads. Specifically, Time 1 results revealed that teacher report
of internalizing symptoms for typically-developing siblings of children with ASD were
higher compared to typically-developing siblings of children with DS. Teacher- and
parent-reported behavior problems were also higher for siblings of children with ASD
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compared to control siblings at Time 1. Time 2 results showed that only parent-reported
externalizing behaviors remained significantly different, thus suggesting that
externalizing behaviors may remain more stable across time. Although some siblings of
children with other disorders have shown maladjustment (e.g., Lardieri et al., 2000), these
results indicate that living with a sibling with ASD may be different from living with
typically-developing siblings as well as siblings with other developmental disabilities.
According to Macks and Reeve (2007), discrepancies between sibling self-report
and parent-report about sibling adjustment may be common. Their results indicated that
siblings of children with ASD reported a more positive self-concept (i.e., siblings had a
more favorable view about their own characteristics) when compared to siblings of
typically-developing children. Conversely, parents of children with ASD reported more
negative feelings about their typically-developing children’s adjustment when compared
to parents of typically-developing children. Parental stress, among a number of other
variables, was one factor posited by Macks and Reeve (2007) as a possible explanation
for this discrepancy, underscoring the importance of also obtaining self-report from
typically-developing siblings about their own adjustment.
Nevertheless, a considerable amount of literature indicates that maladaptation in
one child appears related to maladaptation in their sibling, and this relation may be more
prominent when one child has an ASD diagnosis. Yet, a number of methodological
variables within the existing literature—along with the multitude of complicating factors
that may influence findings—has made consistently identifying these relations difficult
and less than clear (Meadan et al., 2010). The current study aimed to improve upon this
literature base by employing a methodological design using both parent- and sibling-
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report to examine risk factors (lack of social support for parents and/or adolescent
siblings) and a possible point of intervention (parental stress) that may be related to poor
sibling outcomes. Furthermore, sibling outcomes were assessed by parent-report and by
self-report from the siblings themselves in an attempt to obtain a more comprehensive
measure of child adjustment.
Rationale of the Current Study
Given that difficult child characteristics appear related to the mental health of
family members (e.g., Bolton et al., 1998; Davis & Carter, 2008; Gass et al., 2007;
Guralnick et al., 2008; Kasari & Sigman, 1997; White & Hastings, 2004), the quality of
life of family members of children with ASD may be compromised due to the unique
deficits and behavior problems that accompany the diagnosis. Moreover, there is
evidence suggesting that parents and typically-developing siblings may be at increased
risk for negative outcomes due to both genetic and environmental factors (Bolton et al.,
1994; Davis & Carter, 2008; Fisman et al., 2000; Lauritsen et al., 2005; Mandleco et al.,
2003; Szatmari et al., 2000). The Broader Autism Phenotype theory (Bolton et al., 1994)
suggests that relatives of children with ASD may exhibit subclinical deficits of ASD
simply due to their shared genes. Furthermore, many studies have shown that relatives of
children with ASD may be at risk for increased stress and other types of poor mental
health due to the increased burden sometimes associated with living with a child with
ASD (Hastings & Brown, 2002). Specifically, some posit that behavior problems
exhibited by children with ASD may significantly contribute to increased levels of stress
among parents and behavior problems among typically-developing siblings (Davis &
Carter, 2008; Guralnick et al., 2008; Hastings 2003b, 2007; Petalas et al., 2012).
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However, research also shows that perceptions and availability of social support often
acts as a buffer against poor mental health in the face of stressors like child behavior
problems (Auerbach et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Vaughan et al., 2010; White &
Hastings, 2004), and these results could be applied to parents and typically-developing
siblings of ASD populations.
A main goal of the current study was to investigate the potential maladjustment of
typically-developing siblings of children with ASD and whether parental stress acts as a
mediator of the relation between behavior problems within sibling dyads. Another goal
of the current study was to examine whether parental perceptions of social support
moderate the relation between behavior problems in children with ASD and parental
stress. A final goal of the project was to investigate whether typically-developing sibling
perceptions of social support moderate the relation between parental stress and
maladjustment in typically-developing siblings. Given the variability in past literature,
moderating and mediating factors likely influence the adjustment of typically-developing
siblings of children with ASD. Identification of such factors, such as low levels of social
support and heightened parental stress, should provide further guidance in developing
effective treatment interventions for children with ASD and their families.
Hypotheses
The purpose of the current study was to examine a moderated mediation model of
the relation between behavior problems in children with ASD, parental stress, adjustment
of typically-developing siblings, parental perceptions of social support, and perceptions
of social support of typically-developing siblings (See Figure 1 for a graphic
representation of model). First, it was hypothesized that parent-reported overall
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maladjustment (i.e., a composite of externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms)
in children with ASD would be positively related to parent- and self-reported overall
maladjustment of typically-developing siblings (Hypothesis 1). This hypothesis was
examined at the composite level to establish the broad relation between adjustment in
ASD and typically-developing sibling dyads. Second, it was hypothesized that parental
stress would mediate the relation between parent-reported maladjustment in children with
ASD (parent-reported internalizing symptoms and externalizing behaviors in children
with ASD were analyzed separately) and parent- and self-reported maladjustment of
typically-developing siblings (parent- and self-reported internalizing symptoms and
externalizing behaviors in typically-developing siblings were analyzed separately).
Specifically, it was predicted that parental stress would be positively related to
externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms in both children with ASD and
typically developing siblings and that externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
in children with ASD would predict externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
in typically-developing siblings indirectly through parental stress (Hypothesis 2). Third,
it was expected that parental perceptions of social support would moderate the relation
between externalizing problems and internalizing symptoms in children with ASD and
parental stress. Specifically, it was expected that parents’ perceptions of social support
would attenuate the relation between both externalizing behaviors and internalizing
symptoms in children with ASD and parental stress (Hypothesis 3). Fourth, it was
expected that typically-developing sibling perceptions of total social support and social
support from parents would each separately moderate the relation between parental stress
and parent- and self-reported externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms in
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typically-developing siblings. Specifically, it was expected that siblings’ perceptions of
social support would attenuate the relation between parental stress and externalizing
behaviors and internalizing symptoms in typically-developing siblings (Hypothesis 4).
Social support from parents was examined separately from total social support given that
the hypothesized interaction was with parental stress, which would likely impact social
support from parents specifically.

Typically-developing sibling
perceptions of social support

Parental perceptions
of social support
Parental Stress

Externalizing behaviors or
internalizing symptoms in
children with an ASD. Parentreport.

Externalizing behaviors or
internalizing symptoms in
typically-developing siblings.
Parent- or self-report.

Figure 1. Graphic representation of examined moderated mediation model. Note. Solid
arrows denote proposed mediating relations. Dashed arrows denote proposed moderating
relations.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD
Participants
The current study included 115 families. Participants consisted of parents of at
least two children (one child with ASD and one typically-developing sibling) and
typically-developing siblings of children with ASD (parents and typically-developing
siblings were recruited as dyads). Each typically-developing sibling must have been
between the ages of 11 and 17 years, and each child with ASD must have been between
the ages of 3 and 17 years. Typically-developing siblings must have been at least 11 years
old due to the age requirements of measures used in the study and to ensure that the
siblings were able to operate a personal computer and provide an accurate report of their
own adjustment. The participating typically-developing siblings must have been fully,
biologically related and living within the same household as their sibling with ASD.
Parents with multiple children with ASD were asked to choose only one of their children
with ASD as the target child. If there was more than one typically-developing sibling
that fit the necessary criteria, the sibling closest in age to the child with ASD was
selected. Participants were recruited via email and flyers as described in the Procedures
section.
Each child with ASD was independently diagnosed with a pervasive
developmental disorder per the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) or
with autism spectrum disorder per the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013),
and the diagnosis was confirmed via caregiver report on the demographic form. The
children with ASD were composed of 90 males and 25 females between the ages of 3 and
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17 years (M = 12.03, SD = 3.28). Eighty-six percent of children with ASD were
identified as Caucasian, 3.5% as African-American, 2.6% as Hispanic, and 7.8% as
Other. Of those children with ASD, 54.8% were diagnosed with Autistic Disorder,
21.7% were diagnosed with Asperger’s Disorder, and 23.5% were diagnosed with
Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Not Otherwise specified (PDD-NOS).
Typically-developing siblings were composed of 58 males and 57 females
between the ages of 11 and 17 years (M = 13.34, SD = 1.81). According to parent report,
7% of typically-developing siblings had been diagnosed with an anxiety disorder, 5.2%
with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, 4.3% with depression, 2.6% with
oppositional defiant disorder, 1% with a learning disability, 1% with conduct disorder,
and 11.3% with another diagnosis not listed, whereas 74.8% had no reported diagnoses.
Eleven percent of the typically-developing siblings were reportedly on medication to treat
the above disorders at the time of participation.
Of those caregivers completing questionnaires, 98.3% identified as female.
Respondent ages ranged from 31 to 60 years (M = 44.16, SD = 5.26), 76.5% were
married, and 16.5% were divorced. When asked to report total family income, 40% made
$100,000 and above. When respondents were asked about their highest level of education
completed, 23.5% reported that they had a graduate degree, and 40.9% had a bachelors
degree. Additional demographic information can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Sample Characteristics: Child and Family Demographics
Characteristic

Children with ASD

Child
Age

n (%)

Typically-Developing
Siblings
n (%)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1 (.9)
1 (.9)
1 (.9)
3 (2.6)
2 (1.7)
9 (7.8)
13 (11.3)
10 (8.7
11 (9.6)
8 (7.0)
11 (9.6)
12 (10.4)
13 (11.3)
13 (11.3)
7 (6.1)

20 (17.4)
26 (22.6)
20 (17.4)
16 (13.9)
18 (15.7)
7 (6.1)
8 (7.0)

Male
Female

90 (78.3)
25 (21.7)

58 (50.4)
57 (49.6)

White
Nonwhite

99 (86.1)
16 (13.9)

99 (86.1)
16 (13.9)

Gender

Race

Respondents
Gender
Male
Female
Race
White
Nonwhite
Marital Status
Married
Not Married

N (%)
2 (1.7)
113 (98.3)
107 (93)
8 (7)
88 (76.5)
27 (23.4)
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Table 1 (continued).
Respondents
Income
< $9,999
$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $34,999
$35,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $74,999
$75,000 - $99,999
> $100,000
Education
High School Graduate
Some College
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree
Spouse’s Education
Junior High School
Some High School
High School Graduate
Some College
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree
Not Applicable

N (%)
3 (2.6)
1 (.9)
6 (5.2)
6 (5.2)
12 (10.4)
24 (20.9)
16 (13.9)
45 (39.1)
5 (4.3)
35 (30.4)
47 (40.9)
27 (23.5)
2 (1.7)
1 (.9)
9 (7.8)
26 (22.6)
34 (29.6)
26 (22.6)
15 (13)

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder. Typically-developing siblings had to be at least 11 years old to participate in the current
study.

Measures
Measures used for the current study are located in Appendix A in the order they
are discussed below (excludes the SDQ and CASSS due to copyrights).
Demographic and Diagnostic Form
Each parent completed the Demographic and Diagnostic Form on both the child
with ASD and the typically-developing sibling. This form requested information on both
children, the rater, and other family dynamics. Information about the child with ASD
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included descriptors such as age, gender, diagnosis, age of diagnosis, age when
symptoms were noticed, and education history. Requested information about the
typically-developing sibling included descriptors such as age, gender, education history,
and any diagnoses that may be present. Other requested family factors included
information such as: who lives in the household, nature of employment of parents, and
amount of income.
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
The Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) is a 30-item parent- and selfreport measure of child behavior. The parent-report form is appropriate for children and
adolescents ages 3 to 17, and the self-report form is appropriate for children and
adolescents ages 11 to 17 (Goodman, 1997; Goodman, Meltzer, & Bailey, 1998).
Respondents rate each item as Not True, Somewhat True, or Certainly True. Each parent
completed a parent-report form on both their child with ASD and the typicallydeveloping sibling. Also, each typically-developing sibling completed a self-report
version of the SDQ. Each version of the SDQ consists of an Emotional Symptoms scale,
a Conduct Problems scale, a Hyperactivity/inattention scale, a Peer Relationship
Problems scale, and a Prosocial Behavior scale (Goodman, 1997). The sum of the four
problem scales generates a Total Difficulties score. Additionally, the SDQ provides an
impact supplement by eliciting the respondent’s views about whether they feel their child
or themselves has a problem along with chronicity, distress, social impairment, and
burden to others. For the current study, the Conduct Problems, Hyperactivity, and
Emotional Symptoms scales were of interest—the first two as measures of child
externalizing behaviors and the latter as a measure of child internalizing symptoms. Items
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measure attributes such as “often loses temper,” “constantly fidgeting or squirming,” and
“many worries or often seems worried” (Goodman, 1997).
The SDQ has been shown to display sufficient internal consistency for parent- and
self-report forms with coefficient alphas ranging from .57 to .77 for the subscales, from
.80 to .82 for the Total Difficulties scale, and .81 to .85 for the Impact scale. It is noted
that the computed coefficient alpha for the Peer Problems scale of the self-report was low
at .41 (Goodman, 2001). Furthermore, correlations between scores from parent- and selfreport ranged from .30 to .48 for the subscales, Total Difficulties scale, and the Impact
scales, with each zero-order correlation being significant (Goodman, 2001). According to
Goodman (1997), the SDQ has also shown evidence of concurrent validity with the wellestablished Rutter questionnaires, which measure broad child psychopathology. For
example, comparisons of Total scores of the SDQ and Rutter questionnaire resulted in a
correlation coefficient of .92 for parent-report (Goodman, 1997).
Measures of internal consistency for each of the SDQ scales of interest
(Emotional Symptoms, Hyperactivity, and Conduct Problems) were calculated for the
current sample. Alpha coefficients for the Emotional Symptoms scale were .74 for
children with ASD, .81 for typically-developing siblings (parent-report), and .68 for
typically-developing siblings self-report. For the Hyperactivity scale, alpha coefficients
were .81 for children with ASD, .78 for typically-developing siblings (parent-report), and
.78 for typically-developing siblings self-report. Finally, the Conduct Problems scale
yielded alpha coefficients of .69 for children with ASD, .72 for typically-developing
siblings (parent-report) and .63 for typically-developing siblings self-report. Results
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indicate that the internal consistency of the SDQ for the current sample ranged from
adequate to good.
Questionnaire on Resources and Stress - Short Form
The Questionnaire on Resources and Stress-Short Form (QRS-F; Friedrich,
Greenberg, & Crnic, 1983) is a 53-item, abbreviated instrument meant to measure selfreported parental adaptation and coping in the face of raising a child with developmental
delays, physical handicaps, or chronic illness, which is adapted from the longer
Questionnaire on Resources and Stress (Holroyd, 1974). According to Friedrich et al.,
the QRS-F measures four components of parental perceptions about raising a child with a
disability: Parent and Family Problems, Pessimism, Child Characteristics, and Physical
Incapacitation. Consistent with previous research (Honey, Hastings, & McConacchie,
2005), the Parent and Family Problems and Pessimism scales were of interest for the
current study as a composite measure of parental stress. Sample items include: “I get
upset with the way my life is going,” “I have given things up that I have really wanted to
do in order to care for _____,” “_____ does not do as much as he/she should be able to
do,” and “I worry about what will happen to _____ when I can no longer take care of him
or her.” Respondents indicated their agreement with items by responding True or False.
Thus, the measure of parental stress for the current study is focused specifically on stress
related to caring for a child with special needs.
The Child Characteristics and Physical Incapacitation scales were excluded to
avoid criterion contamination and because they appear to measure the child’s abilities
rather than a child’s impact on family members (Hastings & Johnson, 2001; Honey et al.,
2005). According to Honey et al., the 31 items included in the Parent and Family
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Problems and Pessimism scales appear to be a reliable and valid measure of stress in
parents of children with ASD. For example, Kuder-Richardson coefficients ranged from
.85 to .93 for parents of children with ASD across multiple samples indicating high
internal consistency (Honey et al., 2005). Moreover, those parents who reported more
positive adaptation to their child’s needs also reported lower stress levels on the QRS-F.
Also, maternal stress levels were negatively related to informal social support, acquiring
social support coping, and positive reframing coping (Honey et al., 2005). Lastly, autism
symptom severity was positively related to parental stress levels, whereas adaptive
functioning was negatively related to parental stress levels. Thus, replication of a
Parental Stress composite composed of the Parent and Family Problems and Pessimism
scales appeared appropriate for the current study, as exhibited by Honey and colleagues.
Estimates of internal consistency for the Parental Stress composite yielded an alpha
coefficient for the current sample equal to .75, which is considered adequate.
Interpersonal Support Evaluation List
The Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL) is a 40-item self-report measure
of perceived availability of social support for adults that is counterbalanced for
desirability (Cohen, Mermelstein, Kamarck, & Hoberman, 1985). Respondents were
asked to rate their agreement with each item using a 4-point Likert scale from 0
(Definitely False) to 3 (Definitely True). According to Cohen et al. (1985), the ISEL is
composed of four subscales corresponding to four functions of support: Tangible
(availability of material aid), Appraisal (availability of having someone to talk to about
problems), Self-esteem (positively comparing oneself to others), and Belonging
(availability of others with whom to partake in activities). The ISEL also produces a total
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Overall Support scale, which served to measure parent perceptions of social support in
the current study. Sample items include: “When I feel lonely, there are several people I
can talk to,” “Most people I know think highly of me,” “If I were sick, I could easily find
someone to help me with my daily chores.” The ISEL has displayed sufficient reliability
with internal consistency estimates ranging from .88 to .90 for the Overall scale and from
.62 to .82 for the subscales across multiple samples (Cohen et al.). Furthermore, testretest reliability coefficients were .87 for the Overall scale and ranged from .67 to .84 for
the four subscales. According to Cohen et al., scores from the ISEL have consistently
been negatively correlated with measures of psychopathology, which is in accord with
previous suggestions of the buffering effect of social support (e.g., Armstrong et al.,
2005). For the current sample, estimates of internal consistency yielded an alpha
coefficient for the Overall Support scale equal to .97, which is considered excellent.
Child and Adolescent Social Support Scale
The Child and Adolescent Social Support Scale (CASSS) is a 40-item self-report
measure of child and adolescent perceptions of social support (Malecki & Demaray,
2002). The CASSS is appropriate for children in the 3rd through 12th grades, and it
measures four sources of perceived support: parents, teachers, classmates, and friends.
The CASSS is available in two levels (i.e., two versions): Level 1 for grades three
through six and Level 2 for grades six through twelve. According to Malecki and
Demaray (2002), there is about 80% overlap of items for the two levels. Respondents
rated items according to frequency, using a 6-point Likert scale from 1 (Never) to 6
(Always), and importance, using a 3-point Likert scale from 1 (Not Important) to 3 (Very
Important). Examples of items include “My parents listen to me when I need to talk,”
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“My teacher cares about me,” “My classmates give me good advice,” and “My close
friend helps me when I need it.” Four subscale scores (corresponding to the four sources
of support mentioned above) were computed by summing frequency scores from 10
items, along with a total frequency score that contains all 40 items. For the current study,
Total Support and Parent Support were the scales of interest as measures of typicallydeveloping sibling perceptions of social support. Perceived Total Support was of primary
interest in the current study; however, in addition, perceived support from parents (i.e.,
Parent Support scale) was analyzed separately given its relation to adolescent outcomes
found in previous research (Vaughan et al., 2010) as well as the central importance of
parental functioning in the overall model evaluated in the current study.
According to Malecki and Demaray (2002), the CASSS has displayed sufficient
reliability, with internal consistency estimates for the Total score for Level 1 equaling .94
and ranging from .87 to .93 for the four subscales. Level 2 produced internal consistency
estimates of .95 for its Total score and .89 to .94 for its four subscales. Test-retest
correlations for Level 2 resulted in r equal to .70 for the Total score and .60 to .76 for the
subscales. The CASSS has also displayed adequate convergent validity with correlation
values of .70 for Total scores and .55 to .66 for the four subscales when compared to the
Social Support Scale for Children (SSSC), a similar measure of social support.
Correlation coefficients ranged from -.17 to -.34 for the CASSS subscales when
compared to parent-rated externalizing composite scores on the Behavioral Assessment
System for Children (BASC) and -.13 to -.25 for the internalizing composite scores on
the BASC, indicating discriminant validity, whereas coefficients ranged from .21 to .43
when CASSS subscales were compared to BASC adaptive scales, providing further
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evidence for convergent validity (Malecki & Demaray, 2002). The current sample
yielded internal consistency estimates of α = .97 for the Total Support scale and α = .92
for the Parents Support scale, thus demonstrating excellent internal consistency.
Children’s Social Behavior Questionnaire
The Children’s Social Behavior Questionnaire is a measure of autism symptoms
severity for children and adolescents, ages 3 to 18 (Luteijn, Luteijn, Jackson, Volkmar, &
Minderaa, 2000). Each parent completed the CSBQ on their child with ASD and another
on their typically-developing child. Parents rated each child on a scale from 0 to 2, with
0 being it does not describe the child, 1 being infrequently describes the child, and 2
being clearly applies to the child (Leteijn et al.). The most recent edition of the CSBQ is
composed of six scales with an overall severity scale (Hartman, Luteijn, Serra, &
Minderaa, 2006). The six scales are as follows: The “behavior/emotions not optimally
tuned to the social situation/aggressive behavior” scale, the “reduced contact and social
interest/withdrawn” scale, the “difficulties in understanding social information” scale, the
“orientation problems in time, place, or activity” scale, the “stereotyped behavior” scale,
and the “fear of and resistance to changes” scale (Hartman et al., 2006). Estimations of
internal consistency resulted in Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale of .94 and ranged
from .76 to .90 for the six subscales. Inter-rater reliability was also sufficient with ICC
equal to .86 for the total scale and ranging from .75 to .89 for the six subscales.
Moreover, test-retest reliability was also good for the whole scale (r = .90) and the six
subscales (r ranged from .82 to .89; Hartman et al., 2006). The CSBQ has been validated
against the Autism Behavior Checklist (ABC) and appears to be a reliable measure of
autism symptom severity (Hartman et al., 2006). Data from the CSBQ were collected to
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aid in describing the sample, to serve as a validity-check of an ASD diagnosis for the
children with ASD, to ensure that the typically-developing siblings do not have
significant ASD symptoms, and to use as a possible control variable. Internal
consistency coefficients for the CSBQ Total scale were calculated for the current sample,
yielding alpha coefficients of .91 for children with ASD and .95 for typically-developing
siblings, both of which are considered to demonstrate excellent internal consistency.
When used as a control variable in post-hoc analyses, a revised CSBQ Total scale
was computed by removing items that overlapped significantly with the outcome
variables of interest from the SDQ (to avoid controlling for variance that was redundant
with the construct of interest and to avoid criterion contamination). A clinical psychology
graduate student and doctoral-level clinical psychologist agreed upon the items to remove
from the CSBQ, which included items 10, 19, 20, 29, 31, 35, 37, and 40. Internal
consistency coefficients for the revised CSBQ Total scale calculated for the current
sample remained excellent, with alpha coefficients of .89 for children with ASD and .94
for typically-developing siblings.
Procedure
Approval from The University of Southern Mississippi Institutional Review
Board was obtained before starting data collection for the current study. Families were
recruited via email to listservs of institutions (e.g., autism support groups), flyers,
contacts in research databases, and snowball sampling techniques. Also, each parent and
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each child was entered to win one of ten $30 gift-cards (i.e., each family had two chances
to win) from a national retailer as an incentive for participation in the current study.
Once parents agreed to participate, they were emailed their own unique link to a
secure survey website on which the measures were completed. Prior to completion of
any questionnaires, electronic consent from parents was obtained (Appendix B). Once
parents completed their questionnaires, typically-developing siblings were then allowed
to provide electronic assent (Appendix B). Both sets of questionnaires were accessed
from one link sent directly to each parent; thus, adolescents did not gain access to any
questionnaires until after their parent provided consent. Along with the link, each parent
was given detailed instructions explaining to which child to refer when completing the
questionnaires, along with how to explain completion of the questionnaires to the
typically-developing sibling. Those families with multiple children meeting the
necessary requirements were instructed to choose the typically-developing sibling closest
in age to their child with ASD. The parents completed the demographic and diagnostic
questionnaire, SDQ, and CSBQ on each child (child with ASD and typically-developing
sibling) as well as the QRS-F and the ISEL on themselves. Each typically-developing
sibling completed the SDQ and the CASSS on themselves. Parents and typicallydeveloping siblings were allowed to return to the website to complete unfinished
questionnaires at a later time if it was not possible to complete them all at once. Once all
data were collected, it was coded in preparation for analysis.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Prior to data analysis, all data were examined descriptively (including skewness
and kurtosis; see Table 2) and screened for any irregularities or significant outliers; data
were cleaned as indicated by this process. One outlier emerged among the typicallydeveloping sibling CSBQ data. This variable was winsorized, meaning that the outlier
was replaced with the next highest score.
Table 2
Descriptives of Variables of Interest (N = 115)
Range

ASD SDQ Hyperactivity
ASD SDQ Conduct Problems
ASD SDQ Emotional Symptoms
Typ SDQ Hyperactivity
Typ SDQ Conduct Problems
Typ SDQ Emotional Symptoms
Sib SDQ Hyperactivity
Sib SDQ Conduct Problems
Sib SDQ Externalizing Comp.
Sib SDQ Emotional Symptoms
QRSF Parent and Family Prob.
QRSF Pessimism
ISEL Total scale
CASSS Parent scale
CASSS Total scale

M

SD

Potent.

Actual

Skew Kurtosis

6.72
2.28
3.8
2.46
1.01
2.64
3.37
1.82
2.6
3.07
9.78
6.4
69.05
52.92
254.1

2.55
1.87
2.57
2.3
1.54
2.6
2.46
1.72
1.83
2.25
5.65
6.4
30.19
11.4
47.89

0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0-20
0-11
0-120
12-72
60-360

1-10
0-9
0-10
0-10
0-6
0-10
0-10
0-9
0-9
0-9
0-20
0-11
5-118
28-72
141359

-.30
.95
.56
.91
1.67
1.16
.53
1.42
.86
.72
-.22
-.47
-.37
-.26
.09

-.943
1.11
-.42
.35
1.87
.71
-.31
2.56
.86
-.11
-1.05
-.55
-.85
-.83
-.25

Note. SDQ = Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; QRSF = Questionnaire on Resource and Stress – Short Form; Prob. =
Problems; ISEL = Interpersonal Support Evaluation List; CASSS = Child and Adolescent Social Support Scale; ASD = parent-report
about child with autism spectrum disorder; Typ = parent-report about typically-developing sibling; Sib. = typically-developing sibling
self-report; Comp. = Composite; Potent. = Potential.
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Scales and Composites
The SDQ Conduct Problems and Hyperactivity scales for each version of the
SDQ administered (parent-report of children with ASD, parent-report of typicallydeveloping siblings, and self-report of typically-developing siblings) were correlated
revealing only moderate relations between hyperactivity and conduct problems for
parent-report of children with ASD, r = .33, p < .001, and parent-report of typicallydeveloping siblings, r = .43, p < .001. Thus, the Conduct Problems and Hyperactivity
scales were examined separately (based on an a priori decision to combine scales into a
composite only if the zero-order correlation between them exceeded .50) in each analysis
examining externalizing behaviors in these two groups. Pearson’s r equaled .52 (p <
.001) when the Conduct Problems and Hyperactivity scales for self-report from typicallydeveloping siblings were correlated, which exceeded the .50 criterion pre-determined for
composite creation. Thus, externalizing problems for self-report from typicallydeveloping siblings was defined by a composite of scores on the SDQ Conduct Problems
and Hyperactivity scales by averaging the two scales. A mathematical average to form
this composite was acceptable, given that the Conduct Problems and Hyperactivity scales
each contain five items, thus ensuring that each scale was equally weighted in the
composite. Internalizing symptoms was defined by scores on the Emotional Symptoms
scale from the SDQ. [Note that averaging the scales to create the externalizing behaviors
composite kept it on the same metric as internalizing symptoms as measured by the
Emotional Symptoms scale.] Parental stress was defined by a composite of scores from
the Parent and Family Problems and Pessimism scales on the QRS-F. The correlation of
these scales was also analyzed for strength and direction, r = .61, p < .001, and the sum of
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the z-scores of the scales formed the composite to ensure each scale was equally
weighted. Parental perceptions of social support were defined by the Overall Support
scale on the ISEL. Typically-developing sibling perceptions of social support were
defined by the Total Support scale from the CASSS (as well as considering the Parent
Support scale alone in separate analyses as explained earlier).
Preliminary Analyses
Internal Consistency
Coefficient alphas were calculated with data from the current study for each
scale/composite to determine the internal consistency for the current sample and are
reported in the Measures section.
Zero-order Correlations
Once all composites were formed, zero-order correlation analyses were conducted
to determine how the variables of interest interrelate (Table 3). Although all interrelations
are displayed, discussion here focuses on relations among variables included in the
hypothesized models. Hyperactivity in children with ASD was positively related to
parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings. Moreover, conduct
problems in children with ASD significantly related to parent-reported conduct problems
and emotional symptoms and self-reported externalizing problems in typicallydeveloping siblings. Emotional symptoms in children with ASD did not relate to any of
the problem areas in typically-developing siblings. Parental stress was positively related
to hyperactivity, conduct problems, and emotional symptoms in children with ASD.
Parent-reported emotional symptoms was the only problem area in typically-developing
siblings that related to parental stress.
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Parent social support was negatively correlated with hyperactivity in children with
ASD. It did not relate to any of the other problem areas in children with ASD or any of
the problem areas in typically-developing siblings. Total social support as reported by
typically-developing siblings was negatively related to parent-reported hyperactivity,
conduct problems, and emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings and selfreported externalizing problems and emotional symptoms in typically-developing
siblings. Social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings was
also negatively related to parent-reported hyperactivity and conduct problems in
typically-developing siblings and self-reported externalizing problems and emotional
symptoms in typically-developing siblings. Neither type of social support reported by
typically-developing siblings significantly related to problems in children with ASD or
parental stress.
Covariates
Covariates were determined prior to analysis of each hypothesis using zero-order
correlations between possible control variables (e.g., autism symptoms severity,
demographic variables) and the outcome variables [i.e., parental stress (for the mediation
tests); typically-developing sibling externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
based on parent-report and self-report; see Table 4]. One participant chose not to disclose
information about family income, so the mean score for family income was used to fill
that missing data point. Note that variables included in the correlations were continuous
variables or dichotomized categorical variables.

Table 3
Intercorrelations of Variables of Interest (N = 115)

1. ASD Hyper.
2. ASD Con. Prob.
3. ASD Em. Sym.
4. TD Hyper.
5. TD Con Prob.
6. TD Em. Sym.
7. Sib. Hyper.
8. Sib. Con. Prob.

2.

3.

.33**

.10

.16 .23*

.13

.00

.03

.02

---

.28**

.03 .24*

.20*

.13

.30*

---

.07 .18

.14

.10

---

.43**

.42**

---

9. Sib. Ext. Prob.
10. Sib. Em. Sym.
11. P & F Prob.
12. Pessimism
13. Parental Stress
14. Parent Soc. Sup.
15. Sib. SS (total)
16. Sib. SS (parent)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

-.11

.32**

.27**

.23*

.07

.43**

.14

.13

.01

.31**

.47**

.31**

.46**

.25**

.16

.55**

15.

16.

.32** -.33**

-.07

-.04

.17

.31**

-.17

-.10

-.17

.08

.21*

-.00

-.07

-.04

.27** .09

.08

.07

-.03

-.38**

.37**

.20*

.09

.16

-.11

-.27**

.14

.15

.43** .24**

.14

.20*

.01

-.27**

.52**

.92**

.30** .05

.03

.04

.09

-.38**

---

.82**

.38** .18

.06

.12

-.02

-.43**

---

.38** .12

.05

.08

.05

-.45**

---

.18

.00

.07

.03

-.37**

---

.61**

.88**

-.16

-.22*

---

.89**

-.12

-.10

-.34*
*.26*
-.15
*
-.42*
*.41*
*.47*
*.35*
-.13
*
-.04

---

.13
---

---

-.15

-.16

-.07

.01

-.08

.22*

13.

14.

---

---

.74*
*
---

Note. ASD = children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (parent-report); TD. = typically-developing siblings (parent-report); Sib. = typically-developing siblings (self-report); Hyper. = hyperactivity; Con.
Prob. = conduct problems; Em. Sym. = emotional symptoms; Ext. Prob. = externalizing problems (composite); P & F Prob. = parent and family problems; Parent Soc. Sup. = social support as reported
by parents; SS = social support. ** p < .01. * p < .05.
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The following variables significantly related to outcome variables (parental stress,
parent- and self-report of maladjustment in typically-developing siblings) and were
controlled statistically: race of the children with ASD (dichotomized; white coded as 1,
nonwhite coded as 0), family income, race of typically-developing siblings
(dichotomized; white coded as 1, nonwhite coded as 0), and absolute value of age
discrepancy between siblings (Table 4). Inclusion of control variables in each analysis
varied across analyses given that inclusion depended on the covariates’ relations to the
outcome variable(s) being examined in each analysis. Autism symptom severity of both
the children with ASD and their typically-developing siblings as measured by the CSBQ
significantly related to a number of outcome variables. However, these variables were
not statistically controlled due to concerns about criterion contamination (that is, there
was overlap in some of the behavioral items on the CSBQ and some of the items on the
SDQ). To correct for this issue, items in the CSBQ that were similar to items in outcome
variables were removed to form revised CSBQ Total scale scores (one for the child with
ASD; one for the typically-developing sibling) as described in the Measures section.
Each analysis was then conducted a second time controlling for the revised CSBQ scores
with differences in results noted below.
Correlation and Regression Analyses Examining Each
Hypothesis of the Model Separately
Each of the hypothesized main effects, two-way interactions, and simple
mediations were tested in reduced models using the following statistical analyses.

Table 4
Intercorrelations of Possible Covariates with Outcome Variables (N = 115)
Parental Stress
ASD Age
ASD Gender
ASD Birth Order Rank
ASD Race Dichotomized
Family Income
Family Size
TD Age
TD Gender
TD Birth Order Rank
TD Race Dichotomized
Gender Match/Mismatch
Age Discrepancy (AV)
ASD CSBQ Total
Typ. CSBQ Total
ASD CSBQ Total (Rev.)
Typ. CSBQ Total (Rev.)

.05
.05
.01
-.12
-.21*
-.06
.13
-.11
-.00
-.09
.05
.11
.50**
.15
.50**
.17

TD Emotional
Symptoms
.03
.11
-.05
.04
-.20
-.08
.10
-.03
.03
.04
.07
.12
.31**
.63**
.31**
.64**

TD Conduct
Problems
-.07
-.02
.06
.18
-.44**
-.04
.09
.02
.03
.18
-.03
.12
.36**
.60**
.36**
.57**

TD
Hyperactivity
-.10
.02
-.03
.23*
-.20*
-.05
.12
-.09
-.11
.23*
.10
.18*
.27**
.63**
.28**
.64**

Sib. Emotional
Symptoms
.07
.00
-.08
.07
-.08
.02
.09
.22
-.06
.07
-.05
.04
.06
.28**
.07
.29**

Sib. Ext.
Problems
-.05
-.13
.14
.27**
.14
.01
.11
-.05
.07
.27*
.08
.16
.21*
.32**
.21*
.34**

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; AV = Absolute Value; TD = Typically-developing siblings (parent-report); CSBQ = Children’s Social Behavior Questionnaire; Sib. = self-report from
typically-developing siblings; Ext. = Externalizing. Rev. = Revised; Gender Match/Mismatch coded as 0 = mismatch, 1 = match; ASD and TD Race Dichotomized coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
** p < .01. * p < .05.
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Analyses for Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis (that parent-reported maladjustment in siblings with ASD
would positively relate to parent- and self-reported maladjustment in typicallydeveloping siblings) was tested using two partial correlation analyses. For Hypothesis 1,
which is a broad examination of these relations, a maladjustment composite was
computed by summing the z-scores of the Hyperactivity, Conduct Problems, and
Emotional Symptoms scales of the parent-report SDQ for children with ASD. Similarly,
two (one based on parent-report, one based on self-report) maladjustment composites
(summing the same three scales) were created for typically-developing siblings.
Covariates were determined prior to analysis of each hypothesis using zero-order
correlations between possible control variables and the aforementioned maladjustment
composites (see Table 5). To test Hypothesis 1, the composite for the children with ASD
was correlated with the two composites of the typically-developing siblings, controlling
for age of children with ASD, birth order rank of children with ASD, race of children
ASD (dichotomized), income, and race of typically-developing siblings (dichotomized),
yielding a partial correlation coefficient. Analyses revealed a significant relation, after
accounting for the variance of the control variables, between parent-reported
maladjustment in children with ASD and parent-reported maladjustment in typicallydeveloping siblings, r = .20, p = .03; however, parent-reported maladjustment in children
with ASD and self-reported maladjustment in typically-developing siblings did not
significantly relate, r = .07, p = .46.
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Table 5
Intercorrelations of Possible Covariates with Maladjustment Composites for Hypothesis
1 (N = 115)

ASD Age
ASD Gender
ASD Birth Order Rank
ASD Race Dichotomized
Family Income
Family Size
TD Age
TD Gender
TD Birth Order Rank
TD Race Dichotomized
Gender Match/Mismatch
Age Discrepancy (AV)
ASD CSBQ Total
Typ. CSBQ Total

ASD
Maladjustment
Composite
-.25**
.15
.20*
.04
-.28**
.07
.01
-.06
.01
.11
.01
.13
.73**
.23*

TD Maladjustment
Composite
(parent-report)
-.06
.05
-.01
.20*
-.37**
-.04
.14
-.04
-.02
.20*
.06
.18†
.41**
.81**

TD Maladjustment
Composite
(sibling-report)
.004
-.10
.06
.23*
-.20*
.02
.12
.05
.03
.24*
.02
.14
.20*
.39**

Note. ASD = children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (parent-report); TD = typically-developing siblings (parent-report); AV =
Absolute Value; CSBQ = Children’s Social Behavior Questionnaire; Maladjustment Composite = composite of Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) Hyperactivity, SDQ Conduct Problems, and SDQ Emotional Symptoms; ASD and TD Race
Dichotomized coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white; Gender Match/Mismatch coded as 0 = mismatch, 1 = match.
** p < .01. * p < .05. † p < .10.

Analyses for Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis (that externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
in children with ASD would predict externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
in typically-developing siblings indirectly through parental stress) was analyzed in SPSS
using the PROCESS tool (Hayes, 2013). Indirect effects were analyzed using
bootstrapping analytical methods to estimate bias-corrected asymmetric confidence
intervals (CI) around the indirect effects using 10,000 resamples with replacement. CIs
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not inclusive of zero indicate significant indirect effects (see Hayes, 2013; Preacher &
Hayes, 2008). As previously mentioned, parent-reported hyperactivity, conduct problems
and emotional symptoms in the children with ASD were analyzed as separate predictors.
Criterion variables included parent-reported hyperactivity, conduct problems, and
emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings and self-report from typicallydeveloping siblings of externalizing problems and emotional symptoms. Each predictorcriterion pair resulted in 15 total models examined.
Figures 2 through 4 display the results for the models examining parenting stress
as a mediator of the relations between each predictor and criterion variable. While
controlling for income, race of the children with ASD (dichotomized), absolute value of
age discrepancy between siblings, and race of the typically-developing siblings
(dichotomized; each variable entered according to results from the preliminary
correlations with the outcome variables), confidence intervals around the point estimates
of each indirect effect from the 15 models all contained zero, indicating that no
significant indirect effects were detected. Thus, parental stress did not mediate any
relation between parent-reported externalizing problems and internalizing symptoms in
children with ASD and parent- and self-reported externalizing problems and internalizing
symptoms in typically-developing siblings. Unstandardized regression coefficients and
point estimates of indirect effects (with confidence intervals) of each of the 15 models
can be found in Figures 2 through 4.
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Figure 2. Mediated outcomes in typically-developing siblings showing hypothesized indirect effects of hyperactivity in children with ASD
through parental stress. Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Typ. = typically-developing siblings; Prob. = problems; Ext. Comp. =
externalizing problems; Emotion Sym. = emotional symptoms. Family income was entered as a control variable in all models. Age discrepancy
between siblings was entered as a control variable in model A. Race of children with ASD and race of typically-developing siblings were entered
as control variables in models A and C (coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white). Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported. The statistics in
parentheses shows the direct effect of the predictor on the outcome, after controlling for the indirect effect of the mediator. Indirect effects
(depicted above each curved, dashed arrow) were analyzed using bootstrapping analytical methods to estimate bias-corrected asymmetric
confidence intervals (CI) around the indirect effects using 10,000 resamples with replacement (Hayes, 2013).
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Figure 3. Mediated outcomes in typically-developing siblings showing hypothesized indirect effects of conduct problems in children with ASD
through parental stress. Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Typ. = typically-developing siblings; Prob. = problems; Ext. Comp. =
externalizing problems; Emotion Sym. = emotional symptoms. Family income was entered as a control variable in all models. Age discrepancy
between siblings was entered as a control variable in model A. Race of children with ASD and race of typically-developing siblings were entered
as control variables in models A and C (coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white). Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported. The statistics in
parentheses shows the direct effect of the predictor on the outcome, after controlling for the indirect effect of the mediator. Indirect effects
(depicted above each curved, dashed arrow) were analyzed using bootstrapping analytical methods to estimate bias-corrected asymmetric
confidence intervals (CI) around the indirect effects using 10,000 resamples with replacement. (Hayes, 2013).
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Figure 4. Mediated outcomes in typically-developing siblings showing hypothesized indirect effects of emotional symptoms in
children with ASD through parental stress. Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Typ. = typically-developing siblings; Prob. = problems;
Ext. Comp. = externalizing problems; Emotion Sym. = emotional symptoms. Family income was entered as a control variable in all models. Age
discrepancy between siblings was entered as a control variable in model A. Race of children with ASD and race of typically-developing siblings
were entered as control variables in models A and C (coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white). Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported. The
statistics in parentheses shows the direct effect of the predictor on the outcome, after controlling for the indirect effect of the mediator. Indirect
effects (depicted above each curved, dashed arrow) were analyzed using bootstrapping analytical methods to estimate bias-corrected asymmetric
confidence intervals (CI) around the indirect effects using 10,000 resamples with replacement. (Hayes, 2013).
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An examination of the models indicates that, largely, parent-reported
externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms in children with ASD significantly
positively related to parent stress. However, parent stress was not significantly related to
either parent-reported or self-reported externalizing behaviors and internalizing
symptoms in typically-developing siblings. Furthermore, in most of the models (with
only one exception), once control variables were considered, externalizing behaviors or
internalizing symptoms in children with ASD did not significantly relate to externalizing
behaviors and internalizing symptoms in typically-developing siblings. Thus, the
hypothesized total effect between the predictor and criterion variable in each of the
mediation models was not significant; furthermore, all indirect effects were nonsignificant. The one exception showing a significant total effect was parent-reported
hyperactivity in children with ASD significantly predicting parent-reported conduct
problems in typically-developing siblings (even after accounting for control variables;
Figure 1, Panel B). However, again, the leg between parent stress and parent-reported
conduct problems in typically-developing siblings was not significant, the indirect effect
was not significant, and the direct effect (accounting for the indirect effect) remained
significant. Thus, mediation was not supported.
Analyses for Hypotheses 3 and 4
The third hypothesis (that the relation between parent-reported externalizing
behaviors and internalizing symptoms in children with ASD and parental stress would be
moderated by parental perceptions of social support) and the fourth hypothesis (that the
relation between parental stress and externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms
in typically-developing siblings would be moderated by typically-developing sibling
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perceptions of social support) were examined using the aforementioned PROCESS tool
in SPSS (Hayes, 2013).
For the third hypothesis, income was entered as a control variable for each
analysis given that it was the only demographic variable that related to parental stress.
The potential moderating effect of parental perceptions of social support on the relations
between externalizing behaviors or internalizing problems of children with ASD and
parenting stress were examined separately after controlling for the main effects of the
predictors and moderators. Interaction terms were computed with centered variables
(sample means were subtracted from each individual score, resulting in an overall sample
mean of zero) to aid in interpretation (Frazier, Barron, & Tix, 2004; Hayes, 2013). The
unstandardized regression coefficients for each interaction term were examined for
significance. Each predictor-criterion pair was analyzed separately, resulting in three
series of moderated multiple regression analyses for Hypothesis 3 (one for each predictor:
parent-reported hyperactivity, conduct problems, and emotional symptoms in children
with ASD).
When parent social support was examined as a moderator of the relation between
hyperactivity in children with ASD and parental stress, there was a trend for the
interaction term, B = .004, SE = .002, p = .07 (Table 6). When parent social support was
examined as a moderator of the relation between conduct problems in children with ASD
and parental stress, the interaction term was not significant, B = -.0004, SE = .003, p =
.90 (Table 7). When parental social support was examined as a moderator of the relation
between emotional symptoms and parental stress, the interaction term was not significant,
B = -.002, SE = .002, p = .43 (Table 8).
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Table 6
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parent-reported Hyperactivity in
Children with ASD by Parent Social Support Interaction Predicting Parental Stress
(Hypothesis 3)
Predictor

Model 1
(Controls)

Income

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.17†

-.20*

ASD Hyperactivity

.20**

Parent Social Support

-.002

.18**
-.002
.004†

Hyperactivity X Social Support
R2

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.14

.04*

R2Δ

.13**

.16**

.09**

.03†

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; ASD Hyperactivity = Hyperactivity in children with ASD. Unstandardized regression
coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05. †p < .10.

Table 7
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parent-reported Conduct
Problems in Children with ASD by Parent Social Support Interaction Predicting Parental
Stress (Hypothesis 3)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)
-.20*

ASD Conduct Problems

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.12
.24**

Parent Social Support

-.01

Conduct Problems X Social Support
R2

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.12
.24**
-.01
-.0004

.04*

.12*

.12**
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Table 7 (continued).
R2Δ

.08*

.0001

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; PR = Parent-report; ASD Conduct Problems = Conduct Problems in children with ASD;
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Table 8
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parent-reported Emotional
Symptoms in Children with ASD by Parent Social Support Interaction Predicting
Parental Stress (Hypothesis 3)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Model 2
(Main Effects)

-.20*

ASD Emotional Symptoms
Parent Social Support

-.16†

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.15

.12†

.12†

-.01

Emotional Symptoms X Soc. Support
R2

-.01
-.002

.04*

R2Δ

.09†

.09*

.05†

.01

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; ASD Emotional Symptoms = Emotional Symptoms in children with ASD; Soc. Support =
Social Support. Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
*p < .05. †p < .10.

Testing the fourth hypothesis followed the above protocol with control variables,
family income, race of children with ASD (dichotomized), absolute value of age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings (dichotomized),
entered in Step 1 and parental stress and typically-developing sibling perceptions of
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social support (i.e., total support or support from parents) entered in Step 2. The
interaction term between parental stress and typically-developing sibling perceptions of
social support was entered in Step 3. Again, relevant scores were centered prior to the
creation of the interaction term. The criterion variables were parent- or self-reported
externalizing behaviors (i.e., hyperactivity, conduct problems, and externalizing
problems) or internalizing symptoms (i.e., emotional symptoms) in typically-developing
siblings. As previously mentioned, typically-developing sibling perceptions of social
support was defined as both total support and support from parents and, thus, were
analyzed as separate moderators. The unstandardized regression coefficients for each
interaction term were examined for significance. Examination of Hypothesis 4 required
ten series of moderated multiple regression analyses for each predictor-criterion pair and
both examined moderators.
Total social support for typically-developing siblings was examined as a
moderator of the relation between parental stress and the following outcome variables:
parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings, B = -.004, SE = .003, p =
.19 (Table 9); parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings, B = .001, SE = .002, p = .56 (Table 10); parent-reported emotional symptoms in typicallydeveloping siblings, B = -.01, SE = .004, p = .15 (Table 11); externalizing problems as
reported by typically-developing siblings, B = .001, SE = .002, p = .71 (Table 12); and
emotional symptoms as reported by typically-developing siblings, B = -.002, SE = .003, p
= .46 (Table 13). Results revealed that none of the interaction terms were significant.
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Table 9
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Total Social
Support as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Model 2
(Main Effects)

-.23†

-.15
1.2

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.14

ASD Race (Dich.)

.97

Age Discrepancy (AV)

.20†

.24*

.22*

Typical Sibling Race (Dich.)

.61

.19

.37

Parental Stress

-.01

-.01

SR Total Social Support

-.02**

-.02**

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

1.0

-.004
.12**

R2Δ

.25**

.26**

.13**

.01

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Dich. = Dichotomized; AV = Absolute Value; SR = Self-report; SR Total Social Support =
total social support as reported by typically-developing siblings. ASD and Typical Sibling Race Dichotomized coded as 0 = nonwhite,
1 = white. Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05. †p < .10.
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Table 10
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Total Social
Support as reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting Parentreported Conduct Problem in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Model 2
(Main Effects)

-.37**

-.34**

Parental Stress
SR Total Social Support

.04

.04

-.01*

-.01*

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.33**

-.001
.19**

R2Δ

.24*

.24**

.04*

.002

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Total Social Support = total social support as reported by typically-developing siblings. Unstandardized
regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Table 11
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Total Social
Support as reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting Parentreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)
-.30*

Parental Stress
SR Total Social Support

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.21

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.19

.19

.19

-.01*

-.01*

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.01
.04*

.11*

.13**
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Table 11 (continued).
R2Δ

.07*

.02

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Total Social Support = total social support as reported by typically-developing siblings. Unstandardized
regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Table 12
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Total Social
Support as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting SiblingReported Externalizing Problems (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

-.19*

-.12

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.12

ASD Race (Dich.)

.63

.81

.85

Typical Sibling Race (Dich.)

.82

.48

.45

.02

.02

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Parental Stress
SR Total Social Support

Model 2
(Main Effects)

-.02**

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.02**
.001

.11**

R2Δ

.28**

.28**

.17**

.001

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Dich. = Dichotomized; SR = Self-report; SR Total Social Support = total social support as
reported by typically-developing siblings. ASD and Typical Sibling Race Dichotomized coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.
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Table 13
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Total Social
Support as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting SiblingReported Emotional Symptoms (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)
-.11

Parental Stress

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.04
.01

SR Total Social Support

-.02**

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

.01
-.02**
-.002

.01

R2Δ

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.03

.14**

.14**

.13**

.004

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Total Social Support = total social support as reported by typically-developing siblings. Unstandardized
regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Social support from parents for typically-developing siblings was also examined
as a moderator of the relation between parental stress and the following outcome
variables: parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings B = -.003, SE =
.01, p = .78 (Table 14); parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing
siblings, B = -.004, SE = .01, p = .50 (Table 15); parent-reported emotional symptoms in
typically-developing siblings, B = -.02, SE = .01, p = .12 (Table 16); externalizing
problems as reported by typically-developing siblings, B = .003, SE = .01, p = .65 (Table
17); and emotional symptoms as reported by typically-developing siblings, B = -.01, SE =
.01, p = .35 (Table 18). Again, results revealed that none of the interaction terms were
significant.
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Table 14
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Social Support
from Parent as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

-.23†

-.16

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.16

ASD Race (Dich.)

.97

.78

.74

Age Discrepancy (AV)

.20†

.25*

.24*

Typical Sibling Race (Dich.)

.61

.67

.74

.03

.03

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Model 2
(Main Effects)

Parental Stress
SR Parent Social Support

-.07**

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.07**
-.003

.12**

R2Δ

.23**

.23**

.11**

.001

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Dich. = Dichotomized; AV = Absolute Value; SR = Self-report; SR Parent Social Support =
social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings. ASD and Typical Sibling Race Dichotomized coded as 0 =
nonwhite, 1 = white. Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05. †p < .10.

Table 15
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Social Support
from Parents as reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting
Parent-reported Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor
Income
Parental Stress

Model 1
(Controls)
-.37**

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.34**
.06

Model 3
(2-way Interaction)
-.34**
.06
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Table 15 (continued).
SR Parent Social Support

-.03*

-.03*

Parental Stress X Social Support

-.004

R2

.19**

R2Δ

.24*

.24**

.04*

.003

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Parent Social Support = social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings.
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Table 16
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Social Support
from Parents as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting
Parent-reported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

Income

Model 1
(Controls)
-.30*

Parental Stress
SR Parent Social Support

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.23†

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.24†

.23

.22

-.03

-.03*

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.02
.04*

R2Δ

.08

.10*

.04

.02

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Parent Social Support = social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings.
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05. †p < .10.
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Table 17
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Social Support
from Parents as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting
Sibling-reported Externalizing Problems (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor

-.19*

-.12

Model 3
(2-way
Interaction)
-.12

ASD Race (Dich.)

.63

.38

.43

Typical Sibling Race (Dich.)

.82

.95

.88

.05

.05

Income

Model 1
(Controls)

Parental Stress
SR Parent Social Support

Model 2
(Main Effects)

-.07**

Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.07**
.003

.11**

R2Δ

.30**

.30**

.19**

.001

Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; Dich. = Dichotomized; SR = Self-report; SR Parent Social Support = social support from
parents as reported by typically-developing siblings. ASD and Typical Sibling Race Dichotomized coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Table 18
Results of Moderated Multiple Regression Analysis of Parental Stress by Social Support
from Parents as Reported by Typically-Developing Siblings Interaction Predicting
Sibling-reported Emotional Symptoms (Hypothesis 4)
Predictor
Income
Parental Stress
SR Parent Social Support

Model 1
(Controls)
-.11

Model 2
(Main Effects)
-.04
.05
-.07**

Model 3
(2-way Interaction)
-.05
.05
-.07**
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Table 18 (continued).
Parental Stress X Social Support
R2

-.01
.01

R2Δ

.12**

.13**

.12**

.01

Note. SR = Self-report; SR Parent Social Support = social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings.
Unstandardized regression coefficients reported for each predictor.
** p < .01. *p < .05.

Overall, results indicated that parental perceptions of social support did not
moderate the relation between externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms in
children with ASD and stress in their parents. Likewise, typically-developing sibling
perceptions of social support did not moderate the relation between parental stress and
externalizing behaviors or internalizing symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Regression Analyses Examining Moderated Mediation Model
Given that the primary goal of the current study was to test the hypothesized
moderated mediation model, this model was examined using PROCESS, a modeling tool
described by Hayes (2013) to be used with statistical software such as SPSS that analyzes
conditional indirect effects via bootstrapping analytical methods (Preacher, Rucker, &
Hayes, 2007). This modeling tool allowed the possible effects of each predictor variable
(parent-reported hyperactivity, conduct problems, and emotional symptoms in children
with ASD), the potential mediator (parental stress), and each potential moderator
(parental perceptions of social support and typically-developing sibling perceptions of
social support) on each of the outcome variables of interest to be analyzed simultaneously
(i.e., pulling together the various legs of the model previously described in the above
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hypothesis testing). Thirty different models were tested for the current study: when
predicting each of the five outcome variables (parent-reported conduct problems,
hyperactivity, and emotional symptoms and self-reported externalizing problems and
emotional symptoms) and for the two types of social support as reported by typicallydeveloping siblings (total support and support from parents).
As previously reported, parental stress did not significantly relate to either parentreported or self-reported externalizing behaviors and internalizing symptoms in typicallydeveloping siblings when analyzing simple mediation. Furthermore, in most of the
models (with only one exception), problem areas in children with ASD did not
significantly relate to problem areas in typically-developing siblings. Likewise, there
was not support for an indirect effect through parental stress. Moreover, moderation of
the relations between problem areas in children with ASD and parental social support
predicting parental stress and between parental stress and typically-developing sibling
perceptions of social support predicting problem areas in typically-developing siblings
was not supported. Because neither mediation nor moderation were supported in the
previous analyses, there was no expectation for support for the full moderated mediation
models. Thus, results of these 30 models are presented for reference only in Appendix C
(Tables C1 through C30).
Unstandardized regression coefficients for the potential conditional indirect
effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type of social support) of parent-reported
externalizing problems and internalizing symptoms in children with ASD on parent- and
self-reported externalizing problems and internalizing symptoms in typically-developing
siblings are presented. Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement were
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used to generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals
exclusive of zero would indicate a significant indirect effect; however, conditional
indirect effects would only be interpreted if either interaction (first or second stage) were
significant in the model. While controlling for income, race of the children with ASD
(dichotomized), the absolute value of age discrepancy between siblings, and race of the
typically-developing siblings (dichotomized; each variable entered according to results
from the preliminary correlations with the outcome variables), analyses revealed that
none of the tested models yielded significant conditional indirect effects. Again,
significant conditional indirect effects would not be expected due to the lack of support
for simple mediation or independent moderation of the relations of interest.
Post-hoc Analyses Controlling for Autism Symptom Severity
As noted earlier, revised CSBQ Total scale scores were created to control for
autism symptom severity (for children with ASD and for their typically-developing
siblings) in post-hoc analyses. All analyses (testing hypotheses 1 through 4 as well as all
moderated mediation models) were repeated using the revised CSBQ Total scale scores
as control variables. Generally, most results followed a similar pattern, but there were
some significant findings that were no longer significant when controlling for the revised
CSBQ (e.g., problem areas in children with ASD no longer related to problem areas in
typically-developing siblings, problem areas in children with ASD no longer predicted
parental stress at the level of simple mediation). Also, there were multiple interaction
terms, direct effects, and indirect effects that emerged as significant when analyzing the
more comprehensive models. However, each of the confidence intervals around the point
estimates of the indirect effects contained zero, which suggests that moderated mediation
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did not occur. Thus, the post-hoc analyses controlling for autism symptom severity in
children with ASD and their typically-developing siblings did not change the overall
interpretation of the pattern of findings.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The current study examined the possible relations between externalizing
behaviors and internalizing symptoms in children with ASD and parent- and self-reported
externalizing problems and internalizing symptoms in typically-developing siblings,
along with the potential involvement of parental stress and perceptions of social support.
Hypothesis 1 was partially supported with parent-reported maladjustment in children with
ASD being significantly positively related to parent-reported maladjustment in typicallydeveloping siblings. However, parent-reported maladjustment in children with ASD was
not related to self-reported maladjustment in typically-developing siblings.
Hypothesis 2 was generally unsupported. Parental stress did not mediate any
relation between parent-reported externalizing problems or internalizing symptoms in
children with ASD and parent- and self-reported externalizing problems or internalizing
symptoms in typically-developing siblings. The majority of mediation models tested
indicated that problem areas in children with ASD positively related to parental stress.
However, parental stress did not relate to parent- or self-reported problem areas in
typically-developing siblings. Moreover, most models revealed that, once control
variables were considered, problem areas in children with ASD did not relate to problem
areas in typically-developing siblings. Thus, as previously mentioned, the total effect
between the predictor and criterion variable in each of the mediation models (with one
exception) was not significant. Therefore, there was no expectation of a significant
indirect effect.
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Hypotheses 3 and 4 also were not supported. The relations between problem
areas in children with ASD and parental stress were not moderated by parental
perceptions of social support (Hypothesis 3). Additionally, the relations between parental
stress and parent- and self-reported problem areas in typically-developing siblings were
not moderated by perceptions of social support as reported by typically-developing
siblings (Hypothesis 4). However, multiple main effects were found to be significant.
For example, parent-reported hyperactivity and conduct problems in children with ASD
predicted parental stress. Also, total social support as reported by typically-developing
siblings was negatively related to parent-reported hyperactivity, conduct problems, and
emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings as well as self-reported
externalizing problems and emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Additionally, social support from parents as reported by typically-developing siblings
was negatively related to parent-reported hyperactivity and conduct problems in
typically-developing siblings as well as self-reported externalizing problems and
emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings. These findings indicate that higher
levels of social support for typically-developing siblings, in general and specifically from
their parents, would predict lower levels of problem behaviors in typically-developing
siblings.
Lastly, analyses did not reveal any conditional indirect effects of parental stress as
a mediator of the relations between problem areas in children with ASD and problem
areas in their siblings with parental and typically-developing sibling perceptions of social
support being examined as moderators. As previously mentioned, simple mediation
analyses (i.e., mediation analyses that did not included the two potential moderators)
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failed to show significant relations between parental stress and problem areas in
typically-developing siblings or between problem areas in the two siblings. As a result,
total effects between predictor and criterion variables were lacking, and conditional
indirect effects were not expected due to the lack of support at the level of simple
mediation.
Link to Previous Literature
Although the results of the current study were mostly unsupportive of the
hypotheses, aspects of the current findings are supportive of some of the literature on
typically-developing siblings. For example, increased problem areas in children with
ASD were predictive of higher levels of parental stress in the current study. Many
suggest that the increased burden of raising a child with ASD related to both the primary
(i.e., communication deficits, social impairment, and restricted/repetitive behavior and
interests) and secondary symptoms (e.g., aggression, hyperactivity, temper tantrums,
sleep disturbance) may lead parents to experience higher levels of stress (Davis & Carter,
2008; Fisman et al., 2000; Guralnick et al., 2008; Hastings & Brown, 2002).
Additionally, although parental perceptions of social support did not interact with
problem areas in children with ASD when predicting parental stress, levels of perceived
social support were negatively correlated with hyperactivity in children with ASD at the
zero-order level. This finding may suggest that parents of children with lower levels of
hyperactivity perceive having more access to sources of support. Conversely, it may also
be that parents with higher perceived support are better able to manage their child’s
behavior, which may result in more adaptive behavior in the children. Of course, there
may also be other variables not captured in this study that explain this relation.
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Though typically-developing sibling perceptions of social support did not interact
with parental stress when predicting problem areas in siblings, typically-developing
siblings’ self-report of total social support was negatively related to all three problem
areas in siblings as reported by both parents and siblings. Therefore, typicallydeveloping siblings who perceived having higher levels of support reported better
adjustment, which is consistent with past research and much of the theorized buffering
effect of social support (Armstrong et al., 2005; Vaughan et al., 2010; Wolf et al., 1998).
Additionally, typically-developing sibling perceptions of social support were unrelated to
problem areas in children with ASD and the level of stress experienced by parents. Thus,
levels of support perceived by typically-developing siblings, at least in the current
sample, did not appear dependent on problem areas in their siblings with ASD or parental
stress, suggesting that some other factor(s) not examined in the current study likely better
explains variations in perceived social support.
Again, despite these results being unsupportive of the hypotheses, the findings are
supportive of many prior studies. For example, Meadan et al. (2010) suggest that
outcomes of typically-developing siblings appear widely variable. Specifically, some
typically-developing siblings may experience maladjustment, some may show
developmental benefits, and others may show no differences compared to siblings in
typical dyads. These differences are likely due to a wide variety of moderating and
mediating factors. Pilowsky et al. (2004) concluded that most of their sample of
typically-developing siblings was well adjusted and that typically-developing siblings’
views about their siblings may become more empathic as they age. Given that the current
study only included adolescent siblings, it is possible that a younger cohort may have
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yielded results more in-line with the tested hypotheses. Additionally, mean scores for
problem areas in typically-developing siblings in the current sample ranged from 1.01 to
3.37 (with a potential range of 0 to 10) with standard deviations ranging from 1.54 to 2.6,
which are consistent with the SDQ normative mean scores that range from 1.3 to 2.8
(Youthinmind, 2004), suggesting that the current sample was relatively well adjusted.
Thus, the lack of significant findings may have been explained by low variability and a
floor effect for problem areas in typically-developing siblings.
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of the
current study. One is the relatively small sample size. With the sample size of 115
families, the power to detect the hypothesized conditional indirect effects was likely very
low. Previous research has shown evidence of genetic risks for problems among twin
dyads and parents of children with ASD (Brieber et al., 2007; Briskman et al., 2001;
Haberstick et al., 2005), though the effects in the current sample may have been much
smaller and difficult to detect with the current sample size. Another limitation is the
homogeneity of the sample. The parent sample was composed of predominantly middle
to upper-middle class Caucasian mothers. Despite this low variability in demographic
factors, family income was negatively related to many of the outcome variables. It is
possible that higher income may serve as a protective factor against maladjustment in
parents and children of families that contain a child with ASD, which is in-line with the
findings of Smith (2006). Additionally, research suggests that various demographic
factors (e.g., family size, socioeconomic status, age, gender) are likely important
predictors of negative outcomes in family members of children with ASD (Macks &
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Reeve, 2007; Tomeny et al., 2012; Verte et al., 2003). Thus, a more heterogeneous
sample may have produced a broader range of outcomes, and the results of the current
study may not generalize to the broader population.
Online data collection is another limitation that should be considered. Using this
method meant that the conditions under which the questionnaires were completed by
parents and typically-developing siblings were not controlled by the experimenter.
Ideally, all questionnaires would be completed in a controlled environment to reduce
variance due to environmental factors; however, this control was beyond the scope of the
current project. Although information was obtained from multiple informants (parents
and typically-developing siblings), a number of possible confounds may still be present.
Briskman et al. (2001) suggest that parents of children with ASD may use their children
with ASD, who typically display higher levels of maladjustment, as a point of
comparison when rating maladjustment in typically-developing siblings, and this
comparison may lead to under-reporting of symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Attempts to correct for this potential bias were made by collecting both parent- and
sibling-report of maladjustment, and paired samples t-tests using the current data showed
that typically-developing siblings, on average, reported higher levels of problems
compared to their parents. However, data from additional sources (e.g., teachers) may
have helped to further compensate for any possible biases, resulting in a more accurate
measure of adjustment in typically-developing siblings.
The models tested in the current study were based on research indicating that
higher levels of problem behaviors in children with ASD are often related to an increased
risk of psychopathology in first degree relatives (e.g., Bolton et al., 1998; Hastings &
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Brown, 2002). More specifically, studies have suggested that secondary symptoms of
ASD (e.g., hyperactivity, aggression) may be more predictive of problems in parents and
siblings when compared to the primary problem areas (e.g., communication deficits, poor
social skills; Davis & Carter, 2008; Guralnick et al., 2008). Guralnick et al. (2008) also
acknowledged that secondary symptoms may be more responsive to and better targets of
treatment than the primary ASD deficits. However, others have also argued that core
symptoms of ASD may be strong predictors of poor outcomes in family members (e.g.,
Bebko, Konstantareas, & Springer, 1987; Ingersoll & Hambrick, 2011). Post-hoc
correlation analyses of the current data showed that autism symptom severity in children
with ASD was positively related to parental stress, all three problem areas in typicallydeveloping siblings as reported by parents, and self-reported conduct problems in
typically-developing siblings. Additionally, Tomanik, Harris, and Hawkins (2004)
found that poor adaptive functioning was a significant predictor of parental stress, which
is yet another area that was not assessed in the current study. It follows that future
research would likely benefit from analyzing core and secondary symptoms, among other
variables, as possible predictors of maladjustment in family members.
Another point to consider is that parental psychopathology likely influences the
quality of parenting practices and parents’ views about their children’s functioning (e.g.,
Briggs-Gowan et al., 1996; Najman et al., 2000; Najman et al., 2001). Specifically,
parental stress may lead to emotion dysregulation and consequent negative parenting
practices that likely extend to all children in the family (Pilowsky et al., 2004). In the
current study, parental stress was related to all three problem areas in children with ASD
and emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings at the zero-order level. Other
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than emotional symptoms, adjustment of typically-developing siblings, as reported by
both parents and typically-developing siblings, appeared independent of the levels of
stress experienced by parents. Parents in the current sample may be particularly adept at
coping with the burdens often associated with raising a child with ASD. Though, it is
possible that parental stress may serve as a moderator of the relations between problem
areas in siblings rather than a mediator. Future research investigating such interactions
may prove fruitful. It may also be that other types of distress not captured by the
Questionnaire on Resources and Stress – Short Form, such as depressive symptoms
(Tomeny et al., 2012), have a stronger influence on outcomes in non-disabled siblings.
Additionally, literature shows that certain factors beyond social support, such as high
levels of self-efficacy (Hastings & Brown, 2002), may serve as buffers against parental
psychopathology. Further investigation of other risk and protective factors would likely
identify additional treatment targets and help gain a better understanding of the wide
variability in outcomes of family members.
The current study attempted to improve upon previous studies investigating
typically-developing sibling outcomes (e.g., Tomeny et al., 2012) by collecting selfreport about adjustment directly from typically-developing siblings. Much of the existing
literature relies solely on parent-reported outcomes, which, as mentioned, introduces the
high likelihood of rater bias. Collecting information from both parents and typicallydeveloping siblings was a step in the right direction; however, future research would be
strengthened and the variables of interest better understood if data were collected from
even more sources (i.e., teachers, both parents, multiple typically-developing siblings).
One limitation inherent in collecting self-report data from children is the restriction on
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age. The current sample of typically-developing siblings was restricted to adolescents
between the ages of 11 and 17 to increase the probability that siblings were able to
accurately report their own functioning. Analysis of the models in the current study
across different developmental levels (of both the children with ASD and their typicallydeveloping siblings) would likely be beneficial for future research. Additionally,
following families across time using a longitudinal design might also yield valuable
results.
Another noteworthy limitation is that the experimenter was not able to directly
evaluate each child, meaning that diagnostic status was not confirmed by a formal
assessment tool (e.g., the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule). Direct observation
would have allowed the researcher to obtain a more thorough understanding of the level
of functioning of the children with ASD, and how certain problem areas may have related
to outcomes in parents and typically-developing siblings could have been examined more
fully. To address this limitation, the CSBQ was administered as a measure of autism
symptom severity. Results from the CSBQ did indicate significantly higher levels of
autism symptom severity in children with ASD (M = 45.54, SD = 15.16) compared to
typically-developing siblings (M = 10.29, SD = 11.17), supporting parental report of
diagnosis. Furthermore, the CSBQ mean score for the current sample of children with
ASD was consistent with previous clinical samples, with mean scores from those samples
ranging from 33.64 to 47.22 (Hartman et al., 2006). Nevertheless, future research would
be strengthened by direct observation and assessment of children so that the core deficits
and associated symptoms of the sample in question are better understood.
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As with any study, questions arise regarding the validity of instruments used to
measure the constructs of interest. It is possible that the measures chosen for the current
study did not measure child maladjustment, parental stress, and/or perceptions of social
support as intended. Future research replicating the current methodology with different
measurement instruments may yield different results. Moreover, multiple research
groups (e.g., Meadan et al., 2010; Orsmond & Seltzer, 2007) have proposed that a vast
array of variables are likely involved in predicting outcomes in typically-developing
siblings of individuals with ASD. Thus, the null findings in the current study could be
explained by factors that remain unmeasured. In the future, researchers should continue
to expand the number and variety of variables examined in order to capture individual
and family functioning more fully.
Conclusions
Despite the general lack of support for the tested hypotheses, a number of
noteworthy conclusions can be drawn from the results. Moderated mediation did not
emerge among the variables examined. However, results revealed a number of main
effects. For example, the data supported the well documented finding that problem areas
in children with ASD are related to stress in parents. Additionally, parental perceptions
of social support were negatively correlated with problems in children with ASD, and
typically-developing sibling perceptions of social support were negatively correlated with
problem areas in typically-developing siblings. These findings suggest that levels of
perceived social support may be an important variable to consider when examining
outcomes of family members. One way that the current study aimed to build upon the
existing literature was to collect data from both parents and typically-developing siblings.
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On average, self-report data revealed higher levels of maladjustment in typicallydeveloping siblings compared to parent-report, supporting the need for multi-informant
data for this population. Lastly, the results of the current study are consistent with the
mixed findings of the existing literature base. Thus, continued research aimed at
identifying possible moderating and mediating factors of family member outcomes
remains critical.
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APPENDIX A
MEASURES USED IN THE CURRENT STUDY

Demographic and Diagnostic Form (child with ASD and Parent Informant)
DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE

These forms are for caregivers who provide most of the care for a child with an autism
spectrum disorder between the ages of 3 and 17 years. Please fill out the following
information about your child.
Child’s Age: ______

Child’s Date of Birth: (Month/Day/Year) ____/____/____

Child’s Gender: Female ___ Male ___

Child’s First and Last Initials: _______

Child’s Race: White ___ Black ___ Hispanic ___ Asian ___ Other _____________
Your child’s birth order rank: First (Oldest)____ Second____ Third____ Fourth____
Other (Please Specify)_____
What diagnosis was given to your child? Asperger’s_____ Autism_____
PDD-NOS_____ Other (Please specify) _____________
What age was your child when you first noticed symptoms? ________
How old was your child when he/she was diagnosed? __________
Who diagnosed your child? Psychologist ____ Pediatrician_____ Neurologist____
Psychiatrist____ Other (Please specify) _____________
Has your child received any other diagnoses? (Please select all diagnoses received)
___ADHD ___Anxiety Disorder ___Conduct Disorder ___Depression ___Learning
Disability___Mental Retardation ___Oppositional Defiant Disorder
___Other______________________________
Please rate your child's overall cognitive functioning level:
___Well Below Average ___Below Average ___Average ___Above Average
___Well Above Average
What is your child’s current school placement? (Please specify at least the type of
classroom, type of school and if your child has an individual aide.)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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What services has your child received? (Please check all that apply)
___Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA) ___Early Intervention Services ___Physical
Therapy ___Occupational Therapy ___Psychological Treatment ___Speech Therapy
___Other (Please Specify)_________________
Is your child currently on any medications? (If so, please list each medication and dosage
received)
________________________________________________________________________
Have there been any significant changes in your child’s life, major life events, in the past
two years? (Examples include a birth/death in the family, moving, parental loss of job,
parental separation, medical illness in the family, etc.) Please list any/all major life events
that have occurred in the past two years.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
On a scale of 1 to 5 please rate how much your child appeared to be affected by these
major life events, with 1 being not at all or very little and 5 being significantly
affected.____________
DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE

ABOUT YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
Your Gender: Female ___ Male ___

Your Age: _____ years

Location: (City, State) _____________________, _________________
Your Race: White____ Black ____ Hispanic ____ Asian ____ Other _____
Marital Status: Married ___ Separated ___ Divorced ___ Widowed ___
Never Married/Living Alone ___ Never Married/Living with Someone ___
Education: What is the highest level of education completed by:
Yourself

Your Spouse/Significant Other
(Only if he/she lives in the household)
_____ 6th grade or less
_____ 6th grade or less
_____ Junior high school (7th, 8th, 9th grade) _____ Junior high school (7th, 8th, 9th grade)
_____ Some high school (10th, 11th grade) _____ Some high school (10th,11th grade)
_____ High school graduate
_____ High school graduate
_____ Some college (at least 1 year)
_____ Some college (at least 1 year)
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or specialized training
_____ College/university graduate
(4-year degree)
_____ Graduate professional degree
(Master’s, Doctorate)

or specialized training
_____ College/university graduate
(4-year degree)
_____ Graduate professional degree
(Master’s, Doctorate)

Occupation: Please provide your job title or position, NOT the just name of your
employer. For example, if you are a teacher at Lee High School, please state “high school
teacher”. If you are retired, please state your prior occupation. If you do not work
outside the home, state “unemployed.”
What is your occupation? ___________________________________________________
(Please be specific)

What is your spouse’s occupation?____________________________________________
(Please be specific)

Income: What is the total annual income of your household? (Combine the income of all
people living in your house.)
_____ $ 0 -- $ 4,999 _____ $15,000 -- $24,999 _____ $50,000 -- $74,999
_____ $ 5,000 -- $ 9,999 _____ $25,000 -- $34,999 _____ $75,000 -- $99,999
_____ $10,000 – $14,999 _____ $35,000 -- $49,999 _____ $100,000 and above
How many total people live in your household?
___1 ___2 ___3 ___4 ___5 ___6 ___7

___8

Please list who lives in the household:
Age Gender Relation to Child**

Any Diagnoses (If so, please specify)

___9

___10 ___>10

** Please be specific in describing the relation to child; self, brother, mother, father, stepfather, stepbrother, half-brother, adopted sister, grandmother, aunt, cousin, etc.
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Demographic Questionnaire to be Completed on Typically-Developing
Sibling
This child’s first and last name: ______________________
This child’s gender: Male____ Female____
This child’s date of birth (Month/Day/Year):______________
This child’s age: ____
This child’s birth order rank: First (Oldest)____ Second____ Third____ Fourth____
Other (Please Specify)____
Child’s race: White____ Black____ Hispanic____ Asian____ Other_____
What type of school does this child attend?
Traditional (Public____ Private____ Other____) Home-School_____ Boarding____
Military ____ College/University ____ Other (Please Specify) _____________________
What is this Child’s grade level? ____________
Please rate this Child’s overall performance in school:
A-B___ B-C____ C-D____ D-F____
You have already indicated that this child does not have an Autism Spectrum Disorder.
Has this child ever received a different diagnosis? Yes _____ No____
If yes, please indicate below:
___ADHD ___Anxiety Disorder ___Conduct Disorder ___Depression
___Learning Disability ___Mental Retardation ___Oppositional Defiant Disorder
___Other______________________________
Is this child taking any medications for the above disorder(s)? Yes____ No____ If yes,
please list:_____________________________________________________________
Does this child receive special education services? Yes____ No____ If yes, please
describe:______________________________________________________________
Does this child receive any mental health services? Yes____ No____ If yes, please
describe:______________________________________________________________
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A Short Form of the Questionnaire on Resources and Stress
This questionnaire deals with your feelings about a child in your family. There are
many blanks on the questionnaire. Imagine the child’s name filled in on each blank. Give
your honest feelings and opinions. Please answer all the questions, even if they do not
seem to apply. If it is difficult to decide True (T) or False (F), answer in terms of what
you or your family feel or do most of the time. Sometimes the questions refer to problems
your family does not have. Nevertheless, the can be answered True or False, even then.
Please begin. Remember to answer all of the questions.
1. ______ doesn’t communicate with others of his/her age group.
2. Other members of the family have to do without things because of ______.
3. Our family agrees on important matters.
4. I worry about what will happen to ______ when I can no longer take care of him/her.
5. The constant demands for care for ______ limit growth and development of someone
else in our family.
6. ________ is limited in the kind of work he/she can do to make a living
7. I have accepted the fact that _______ might have to live out his/her life in some special
setting(e.g., institution or group home).
8. ________ can feed himself/herself.
9. I have given up things that I have really wanted to do in order to care for ________.
10.
_______ is able to fit into the family social group.
11.
Sometimes I avoid taking _______ out in public.
12.
In the future, our family’s social life will suffer because increased responsibilities
and financial stress.
13.
It bothers me that _______ will always be this way.
14.
I feel tense whenever I take _______ out in public.
15.
I can go visit with friends whenever I want.
16.
Taking _______ on a vacation spoils pleasure for the whole family.
17.
________ knows his/her own address.
18.
The family does as many things together now as we ever did.
19.
________ is aware who he/she is.
20.
I get upset with the way my life is going.
21.
Sometimes I feel very embarrassed because of _______.
22.
________ doesn’t do as much as he/she should be able to do.
23.
It is difficult to communicate with _______ because he/she has difficulty
understanding what is being said to him/her.
24.
There are many places where we can enjoy ourselves as a family when _______
comes along.
25.
________ is over-protected.
26.
________ is able to take part in games or sports.
27.
________ has too much time on his/her hands.
28.
I am disappointed that _______ does not lead a normal life.
29.
Time drags for _______, especially free time.
30.
________ can’t pay attention very long.
31.
It is easy for me to relax.
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32.
I worry about what will be done with ______ when he/she gets older.
33.
I get almost too tired to enjoy myself.
34.
The one thing I appreciate about _______ is his/her confidence.
35.
There is a lot of anger and resentment in our family.
36.
________ is able to go to the bathroom alone.
37.
________ cannot remember what he/she says from one moment to the next.
38.
________ can ride a bus.
39.
It is easy to communicate with ________.
40.
The constant demands to care for ________ limit my growth and development.
41.
________ accepts himself/herself as a person.
42.
I feel sad when I think of ________.
43.
I often worry about what will happen to ________ when I no longer can take care
of him/her.
44.
People can’t understand what ________ tries to say.
45.
Caring for ________ puts a strain on me.
46.
Members of our family get to do the same kinds of things other families do.
47.
________ will always be a problem to us.
48.
________ is able to express his/her feelings to others
49.
________ has to use a bedpan or a diaper.
50.
I rarely feel blue.
51.
I am worried much of the time.
52.
________ can walk without much help.
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Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL) -- General Population
This scale is made up of a list of statements each of which may or may not be true about
you. For each statement check “definitely true” if you are sure it is true about you and
“probably true” if you think it is true but are not absolutely certain. Similarly, you should
check “definitely false” if you are sure the statement is false and “probably false” is you
think it is false but are not absolutely certain.
1. There are several people that I trust to help solve my problems.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
2. If I needed help fixing an appliance or repairing my car, there is someone who would
help me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
3. Most of my friends are more interesting than I am.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
4. There is someone who takes pride in my accomplishments.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
5. When I feel lonely, there are several people I can talk to.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
6. There is no one that I feel comfortable to talking about intimate personal problems.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
7. I often meet or talk with family or friends.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
8. Most people I know think highly of me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
9. If I needed a ride to the airport very early in the morning, I would have a hard time
finding someone to take me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
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10. I feel like I’m not always included by my circle of friends.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
11. There really is no one who can give me an objective view of how I’m handling my
problems.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
12. There are several different people I enjoy spending time with.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)

13. I think that my friends feel that I’m not very good at helping them solve their
problems.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
14. If I were sick and needed someone (friend, family member, or acquaintance) to take
me to the doctor, I would have trouble finding someone.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
15. If I wanted to go on a trip for a day (e.g., to the mountains, beach, or country), I
would have a hard time finding someone to go with me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
16. If I needed a place to stay for a week because of an emergency (for example, water
or electricity out in my apartment or house), I could easily find someone who would put
me up.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
17. I feel that there is no one I can share my most private worries and fears with.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
18. If I were sick, I could easily find someone to help me with my daily chores.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
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19. There is someone I can turn to for advice about handling problems with my family.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
20. I am as good at doing things as most other people are.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
21. If I decide one afternoon that I would like to go to a movie that evening, I could
easily find someone to go with me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
22. When I need suggestions on how to deal with a personal problem, I know someone I
can turn to.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
23. If I needed an emergency loan of $100, there is someone (friend, relative, or
acquaintance) I could get it from.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
24. In general, people do not have much confidence in me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
25. Most people I know do not enjoy the same things that I do.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
26. There is someone I could turn to for advice about making career plans or changing
my job.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
27. I don’t often get invited to do things with others.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
28. Most of my friends are more successful at making changes in their lives than I am.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
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29. If I had to go out of town for a few weeks, it would be difficult to find someone who
would look after my house or apartment (the plants, pets, garden, etc.).
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
30. There really is no one I can trust to give me good financial advice.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
31. If I wanted to have lunch with someone, I could easily find someone to join me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
32. I am more satisfied with my life than most people are with theirs.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
33. If I was stranded 10 miles from home, there is someone I could call who would come
and get me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
34. No one I know would throw a birthday party for me.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
35. It would me difficult to find someone who would lend me their car for a few hours.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
36. If a family crisis arose, it would be difficult to find someone who could give me good
advice about how to handle it.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
37. I am closer to my friends than most other people are to theirs.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
38. There is at least one person I know whose advice I really trust.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
39. If I needed some help in moving to a new house or apartment, I would have a hard
time finding someone to help me.
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____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
40. I have a hard time keeping pace with my friends.
____definitely true (3) ____definitely false (0)
____probably true (2) ____probably false (1)
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The Children’s Social Behavior Questionnaire

1. Talks confusedly; jumps from one subject to another
in speaking
2. Only talks about things that are of concern for
himself/herself
3. Does not fully understand what is being said to
him/her i.e., tends to miss the point
4. Frequently says things that are not relevant to the
conversation
5. Does not understand jokes
6. Takes things literally e.g., does not understand
certain expressions
7. Is exceptionally naive; believes anything you say
8. Over-reacts to everything and everyone
9. Draws excessive attention to him/herself
10. Flaps arms/hands when excited
11. Makes odd, fast movements with fingers or hands
12. Sways to and fro
13. Does not look up when spoken to
14. Acts as if others are not there
15. Lives in a world of his/her own
16. Makes little eye contact
17. Dislikes physical contact
18. Does not seek comfort
19. Does not initiate play with other children
20. Has little or no need for contact with others
21. Does not respond to initiatives by others e.g., does
not play along when asked
22. Is unusually sensitive to certain sounds (e.g.,
always hears certain sounds earlier than other people)
23. Is extremely pleased by certain movements and
keeps doing them e.g., turning around and around
24. Smells objects

Does
Not
Apply

Sometimes
or
Somewhat
Applies

Clearly
or
Often
Applies

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2
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25. Constantly feels objects
26. Is fascinated by certain colors, forms, or moving
objects
27. Has difficulties doing two things simultaneously e.g.,
he/she cannot dress and listen to parent at the same time
28. Does things without realizing what stage of the
activity he/she has reached (beginning, middle, ending)
29. Does things without realizing the aim e.g., constantly
has to be reminded to finish things
30. Shows sudden changes of mood
31. Quickly gets angry
32. Stays angry for a long time e.g., when he/she does not
get his/her way
33. Cannot be made enthusiastic about anything; does not
particularly like anything
34. Does not show his/her feelings in facial expressions
and/or bodily posture
35. Does not appreciate danger
36. Barely distinguishes between strangers and familiar
people e.g., readily goes with strangers
37. Is disobedient
38. Cannot be corrected in situations in which he/she has
done something wrong
39. Takes in information with difficulty
40. Makes inconsiderate remarks e.g., remarks that are
painful to others
41. Does not appreciate it when someone else is hurt or
sad
42. Makes a fuss over little things; “makes a mountain out
of a mole-hill”
43. Does not know when to stop, e.g., goes on and on
about things
44. Is extremely stubborn
45. Panics in new situations or if change occurs
46. Remains clammed up in new situations or if change
occurs
47. Opposes change
48. Gets lost easily e.g., when out with someone
49. Has no sense of time

Does
Not
Apply

Sometimes
or
Somewhat
Applies

Clearly
or
Often
Applies

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0
0

1
1

2
2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0
0

1
1

2
2

0

1

2

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2
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APPENDIX B
CONSENT AND ASSENT FORMS
llk

AUTHORIZATION TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH PROJECT
Consent is hereby given to participate in the study titled: Parent and sibling characteristics in
the household of a child with an autism spectrum disorder
Purpose: One main goal of this study is to look at the relation between family interactions and
behaviors in a child with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD). A second main goal is to look at
the behavioral characteristics in a sibling of a child with an ASD.
Description of Study: Parents of children with an ASD 3 to 17 years old and siblings, ages 11 to
17, will participate in the completion of questionnaires. Participants will be given a research
packet or complete an online survey that includes a form gathering family information and
measures of autism symptom severity, parenting distress, sources of support, and behaviors in
children with an ASD and their sibling (one specific sibling will be identified for the study). The
questionnaires should take 45 minutes to an hour to complete for parents and around 30 minutes
for siblings.
Benefits: There are no direct benefits to you or your child for participating in this study. There is
no direct compensation for participation; however, each parent and each sibling who participates
will be entered to win one of ten $30 gift cards (i.e., each family will have two chances to win)
from a national retailer.
Risks: There is little risk for participants completing the study, although some parents may find
it mildly distressing to report some behavior problems of their children or may become aware of
problems that had not previously been of concern. Furthermore, siblings may also find it mildly
distressing to report any behavioral concerns or difficulties with support sources that they may be
experiencing. If you have concerns about your child’s mood or behavior and would like to seek
mental health services, please contact a local mental healthcare provider in your area. A list of
local healthcare providers in your area can be obtained through the Mental Health Association,
Department of Education for Licensing of Mental Health Professional, or your Primary Care
Physician.
Confidentiality: All efforts will be made to protect participants’ privacy and to maintain the
confidentiality of the information acquired through this project. All paper protocols will be coded
with a random number. Once the participants have completed the measures, consent forms will
be separated from the responses, and questionnaire responses will be stored in a locked filing
cabinet in our research lab separate from identifying information. Responses collected
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electronically will be stored with identifying information in a separate database from the
responses collected.
Subject's Assurance: Whereas no assurance can be made concerning results that may be
obtained (since results from investigational studies cannot be predicted) the researcher will take
every precaution consistent with the best scientific practice. Participation in this project is
completely voluntary, and subjects may withdraw from this study at any time without penalty,
prejudice, or loss of benefits . Questions concerning the research should be directed to Ted
Tomeny working under the supervision of Dr. Tammy Barry. Each can be reached at
601-266-4588. This project and consent form have been reviewed by the Institutional Review
Board, which ensures that research projects involving human subjects follow federal regulations.
Any questions or concerns about rights as a research subject should be directed to the Chair of
the Institutional Review Board, The University of Southern Mississippi, 118 College Drive
#5147, Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0001, (601) 266-6820. An unsigned copy of this form will be
given to the participant if completing a paper copy. If completing this study online, you may now
print a copy of this form from your web browser to reference later if needed.
The lab would like to keep a record of contact information to inquire about participation in
future studies. If you would like to be included in the database of research participants and be
contacted to receive information about future studies, please provide your contact information
below.
I would like to be contacted about future studies in the lab for which I or my child
may qualify.
Yes _______

No ________

If yes:
E-mail Address: ____________________________________
Telephone Number: _________________________________
Mailing address: ___________________________________

Street address: ________________________________

By clicking Next, I consent to participate in this study.
(NEXT BUTTON)
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AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH PROJECT
We are doing a study to learn about adolescent behavior and their thoughts about
different types of support. We are asking you to help because we don’t know very much
about how people your age feel about their own behavior and support that they may or
may not receive.
If you agree to be in our study, you will be asked to answer some questions about
yourself using an online survey. The questions we will ask are only about what you think.
There are no right or wrong answers because this is not a test. We simply want you to
answer the questions about yourself as best you can.
You can ask your parents to contact us at any time if you have questions about this study.
If you decide at any time not to finish, you can tell your parents and stop completing the
survey.
If you click the “Next” button below, it means you have read this and you want to be in
the study. If you don’t want to be in the study, don’t click “Next.” Being in the study is
up to you, and no one will be upset if you don’t start the survey or if you change your
mind later.
By clicking Next, I agree to participate in this study.
(NEXT BUTTON)
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APPENDIX C
TABLES DISPLAYING ITERATIONS OF CONDITIONAL INDIRECT EFFECTS OF
PROBLEM AREAS IN CHILDREN WITH ASD ON PROBLEM AREAS IN
TYPICALLY-DEVELOPING SIBLINGS THROUGH PARENTAL STRESS AT
DIFFERENT VALUES OF PARENT SOCIAL SUPPORT (FIRST STAGE) AND
TYPICALLY-DEVELOPING SIBLING TOTAL AND PARENT SOCIAL SUPPORT
(SECOND STAGE)
Table C1
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at Different
Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling Total
Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.004
-.0002
-.004
.01
-.001
-.01
.02
-.001
-.02

.01
.01
.01
.02
.01
.02
.03
.02
.03

-.0121
-.0194
-.0512
-.0226
-.0267
-.0588
-.0402
-.0425
-.0885

.0537
.0143
.0113
.0631
.0228
.0186
.0984
.0380
.0337

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on conduct problems in typically-developing siblings. Indirect effects are
through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate conditional
indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C2
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at Different
Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling Total
Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.01
-.003
-.01
.03
-.01
-.04
.04
-.02
-.07

.03
.02
.03
.04
.02
.04
.06
.04
.06

-.0251
-.0537
-.1085
-.0308
-.0585
-.1406
-.0549
-.0976
-.2341

.1077
.0156
.0350
.1307
.0332
.0100
.2027
.0566
.0198

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings. Indirect effects are through
the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate conditional indirect effects
(Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = Typically-Developing, SD =
Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age discrepancy between
siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite,
1 = white.
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Table C3
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Self-reported
Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Externalizing
Problems (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
-.001
.001
.003
-.004
.004
.01
-.01
.01
.02

.02
.01
.02
.03
.02
.02
.05
.03
.04

-.0531
-.0137
-.0145
-.0690
-.0267
-.0286
-.1112
-.0423
-.0463

.0307
.0335
.0558
.0562
.0425
.0677
.0925
.0725
.1139

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on self-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, and race of
typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C4
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
.01
-.01
.07
.03
-.02
.12
.05
-.03

.06
.02
.03
.06
.03
.04
.09
.05
.06

.0000
-.0209
-.2669
-.0063
.0142
-.1096
.0000
-.0268
.0000

.0000
.0859
.0000
.2168
.0000
.0463
.0000
.1540
.0000

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C5
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Self-reported
Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.01
.004
-.002
.03
.01
-.01
.05
.02
-.01

.03
.02
.02
.04
.02
.03
.06
.04
.05

-.0247
-.0142
-.0544
-.0319
-.0279
-.0647
-.0565
-.0478
-.0987

.1022
.0570
.0228
.1207
.0633
.0458
.1905
.1023
.0826

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on self-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C6
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.02
.01
-.01
.02
.01
-.01
.02
.01
-.01

.03
.02
.03
.03
.02
.03
.03
.02
.03

.0000
-.0271
-.1579
-.0271
.0000
-.0808
.0000
-.0261
.0000

.1831
.0514
.0000
.0907
.0773
.0327
.0000
.0531
.0000

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C7
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.05
.004
-.04
.05
.004
-.04
.04
.004
-.04

.07
.04
.06
.06
.04
.06
.07
.04
.07

.0191
-.0563
-.3945
-.0352
.0000
-.2061
.0000
-.0654
.0000

.3831
.0965
.0000
.2101
.0000
.0402
.4321
.0942
.0000

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C8
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Self-reported
Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Externalizing
Problems (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
-.01
-.01
.001
-.01
-.01
.001
-.01
-.01
.0004

.05
.03
.04
.05
.03
.03
.05
.03
.04

-.1408
-.0747
-.0773
-.1124
-.0590
-.0681
-.1362
-.0703
-.0700

.0680
.0387
.0696
.0725
.0435
.0734
.0669
.0404
.0869

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on sibling-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD,
and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 =
white.
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Table C9
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.10
.04
-.03
.10
.04
-.03
.09
.03
-.03

.09
.04
.06
.08
.04
.06
.10
.05
.06

-.0119
-.0217
-.2036
-.0081
-.0227
-.1704
-.0165
-.0197
-.2232

.3462
.1563
.0569
.3084
.1446
.0682
.3907
.1825
.0566

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C10
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
-.001
-.03
.03
-.001
-.03
.03
-.001
-.03

.06
.03
.04
.05
.03
.04
.06
.04
.05

-.0575
-.0779
-.1495
-.0630
-.0746
-.1326
-.0537
-.0828
-.1651

.1862
.0586
.0294
.1625
.0571
.0342
.2233
.0642
.0286

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on sibling-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C11
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at Different
Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling Social
Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.004
.001
-.003
.01
.002
-.01
.02
.003
-.01

.02
.01
.01
.02
.01
.02
.03
.02
.03

-.0121
-.0129
-.0426
-.0214
-.0237
-.0490
-.0378
-.0395
-.0747

.0592
.0238
.0099
.0690
.0298
.0182
.1045
.0469
.0327

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C12
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at Different
Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling Social
Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.001
-.001
-.002
.01
-.002
-.01
.02
-.003
-.01

.02
.02
.02
.03
.02
.03
.06
.04
.05

-.0326
-.0387
-.0656
-.0481
-.0466
-.0795
-.0945
-.0825
-.1248

.0613
.0247
.0254
.0932
.0484
.0443
.1387
.0755
.0789

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings. Indirect
effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C13
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Sibling-reported
Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Externalizing
Problems (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.001
.003
.01
.003
.01
.01
.02
.02
.03

.02
.01
.02
.03
.02
.02
.05
.03
.04

-.0335
.0000
-.0162
-.0106
-.0181
.0054
-.1036
.0024
-.0309

.0474
.0866
.0593
.1267
.0544
.1239
.0990
.1551
.1213

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on sibling-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, and race of
typically-developing siblings were entered as control variable. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C14
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Parent-reported
Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
.02
-.002
.07
.03
-.01
.12
.06
-.01

.05
.03
.02
.05
.03
.03
.07
.05
.06

-.0591
.0000
-.0675
.0000
-.0091
-.1740
.0265
.0000
-.1286

.1566
.1770
.0344
.0000
.1092
.0104
.3091
.2535
.0100

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C15
Conditional Indirect Effects of Hyperactivity in Children with ASD on Sibling-reported
Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.01
.01
.0002
.04
.02
.001
.06
.03
.001

.03
.02
.02
.03
.02
.03
.05
.04
.05

-.0287
-.0150
-.0375
-.0072
-.0163
-.0593
-.0166
-.0303
-.0908

.0992
.0687
.0452
.1243
.0806
.0608
.1871
.1257
.1040

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of hyperactivity in children with ASD on sibling-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C16
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
.01
-.01
.02
.01
-.01
.02
.01
-.01

.04
.02
.03
.03
.02
.02
.04
.02
.03

-.0196
-.0217
-.0695
-.0249
-.0261
-.0638
-.0201
-.0201
-.0831

.1278
.0620
.0360
.1044
.0504
.0365
.1350
.0664
.0336

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C17
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02

.05
.04
.05
.05
.04
.05
.05
.04
.05

-.0582
-.0342
-.0604
-.0709
-.0441
-.0668
-.0631
-.0386
-.0610

.1751
.1330
.1596
.1418
.1073
.1271
.1716
.1291
.1573

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C18
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental
Stress at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Externalizing Problems
(Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.0001
.01
.02
.0001
.01
.01
.0001
.01
.01

.05
.03
.03
.04
.03
.03
.05
.03
.04

.0000
-.0354
.0007
-.0951
.0000
-.0413
-.0178
-.0324
.0006

.1926
.0756
.0000
.0870
.0000
.0910
.2229
.0925
.0000

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on sibling-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD,
and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 =
white.
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Table C19
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Parentreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.11
.04
-.02
.10
.04
-.02
.09
.04
-.02

.08
.04
.05
.07
.04
.05
.10
.05
.05

.0017
-.0171
-.1629
.0165
-.0187
-.1380
-.0115
-.0165
-.1827

.3165
.1621
.0602
.2948
.1492
.0675
.3670
.1949
.0608

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C20
Conditional Indirect Effects of Conduct Problems in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.04
.01
-.01
.04
.01
-.02
.04
.01
-.01

.05
.03
.05
.04
.03
.04
.05
.04
.05

-.0264
-.0439
-.1400
-.0327
-.0490
-.1201
-.0246
-.0418
-.1523

.1665
.0957
.0542
.1439
.0834
.0599
.1892
.1126
.0565

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of conduct problems in children with ASD on sibling-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C21
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.01
.01
-.01
.01
.003
-.003
.01
.002
-.002

.02
.01
.02
.02
.01
.01
.02
.01
.01

-.0144
-.0136
-.0496
-.0097
-.0093
-.0356
-.0097
-.0068
-.0420

.0723
.0357
.0232
.0550
.0275
.0165
.0652
.0326
.0113

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C22
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
-.004
-.04
.02
-.003
-.03
.01
-.001
-.01

.04
.03
.04
.03
.02
.03
.03
.02
.03

-.0276
-.0638
-.1733
-.0186
-.0416
-.1224
-.0154
-.0435
-.1177

.1571
.0447
.0164
.1216
.0353
.0122
.1254
.0212
.0174

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C23
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental
Stress at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Externalizing
Problems (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
-.01
.001
.01
-.004
.001
.01
-.002
.001
.003

.03
.02
.02
.02
.01
.02
.02
.01
.01

-.0821
-.0276
-.0256
-.0609
-.0208
-.0205
-.0734
-.0203
-.0148

.0466
.0391
.0717
.0370
.0302
.0485
.0244
.0266
.0509

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on sibling-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD,
and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 =
white.
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Table C24
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.07
.03
-.01
.05
.02
-.01
.03
.01
-.01

.06
.03
.04
.04
.02
.03
.05
.02
.03

-.0059
-.0093
-.1199
-.0041
-.0065
-.0853
-.0389
-.0152
-.0982

.2287
.1171
.0483
.1675
.0821
.0337
.1901
.0942
.0245

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control
variable.
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Table C25
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Total Social Support (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.02
.002
-.02
.01
.002
-.01
.01
.001
-.01

.04
.02
.03
.03
.01
.02
.03
.01
.02

-.0317
-.0056
-.0901
.0023
-.0266
-.1187
-.0187
.0000
-.0766

.1257
.1090
.0242
.0000
.0343
.0000
.1073
.0000
.0131

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on sibling-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control
variable.
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Table C26
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Conduct Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Conduct Problems
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.02
.01
-.003
.01
.01
-.002
.01
.003
-.001

.02
.01
.01
.02
.01
.01
.02
.01
.01

-.0108
.0011
-.0374
.0040
-.0086
.0000
-.0103
.0000
-.0307

.0790
.0000
.0248
.0000
.0298
.0018
.0688
.0000
.0124

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported conduct problems in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control variable.
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Table C27
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Hyperactivity in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress at
Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing Sibling
Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Hyperactivity
(Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.01
.004
-.003
.01
.003
-.002
.004
.001
-.001

.04
.03
.04
.03
.02
.02
.02
.02
.02

-.0528
-.0478
-.0877
-.0349
-.0310
-.0563
-.0249
-.0236
-.0560

.1034
.0629
.0596
.0793
.0497
.0454
.0815
.0462
.0332

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported hyperactivity in typically-developing siblings.
Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to generate
conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD = TypicallyDeveloping, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD, age
discrepancy between siblings, and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was
coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 = white.
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Table C28
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Externalizing Problems in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental
Stress at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Externalizing
Problems (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.001
.01
.01
.001
.01
.01
.0004
.003
.01

.03
.02
.02
.02
.01
.02
.02
.01
.02

-.0576
-.0171
-.0203
-.0428
-.0131
-.0153
-.0438
-.0099
-.0125

.0619
.0551
.0761
.0478
.0416
.0541
.0435
.0444
.0594

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on sibling-reported externalizing problems in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income, race of children with ASD,
and race of typically-developing siblings were entered as control variables. Race for each sibling was coded as 0 = nonwhite, 1 =
white.
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Table C29
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Parentreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Parent-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.07
.03
-.01
.05
.02
-.004
.03
.01
-.002

.05
.03
.04
.04
.02
.03
.05
.03
.02

.0034
-.0081
-.0953
.0002
-.0061
-.0703
-.0482
-.0203
-.0695

.2178
.1222
.0552
.1495
.0851
.0389
.1551
.0929
.0313

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on parent-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control
variable.
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Table C30
Conditional Indirect Effects of Emotional Symptoms in Children with ASD on Siblingreported Emotional Symptoms in Typically-Developing Siblings through Parental Stress
at Different Values of Parent Social Support (first stage) and Typically-Developing
Sibling Social Support from Parents (second stage).

Parent Social
Support
-1 SD
-1 SD
-1 SD
M
M
M
+1 SD
+1 SD
+1 SD

TD Sibling Social
Support
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD
-1 SD
M
+1 SD

Outcome: TD Sibling Emotional
Symptoms (Self-Report)
Lower CI Upper CI
B
SE
.03
.01
-.01
.02
.01
-.01
.01
.003
-.004

.03
.02
.03
.02
.02
.02
.02
.01
.02

-.0152
-.0240
-.0860
-.0099
-.0181
-.0655
-.0153
-.0119
-.0702

.1168
.0668
.0397
.0863
.0472
.0254
.0991
.0544
.0183

Note. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported for the conditional indirect effects (i.e., depending on the levels of each type
of social support) of emotional symptoms in children with ASD on sibling-reported emotional symptoms in typically-developing
siblings. Indirect effects are through the mediator (parental stress). Bootstrap analyses with 10,000 resamples with replacement used to
generate conditional indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Confidence intervals exclusive of zero indicate a significant indirect effect. TD =
Typically-Developing, SD = Standard Deviation, M = Mean, CI = Confidence Interval. Family income was entered as a control
variable.
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